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Abstract 

Over the last three decades, electrospray ionisation (ESI) and matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionisation (MALDI) have been the most prevalent types of ion source fitted to 

commercial instruments for biological mass spectrometry (MS) analysis. In particular, the 

qualitative and quantitative analysis of peptides and proteins has been revolutionised by 

these techniques. Also, the routine analysis of many other molecule types including DNA, 

sugars, carbohydrates, synthetic polymers and even virus capsids has been facilitated by ESI 

and MALDI. 

Despite the commercial success of these ionisation methods, there are relative advantages 

and limitations inherent to both techniques. For example, conventional solid-state crystalline 

MALDI generates mainly singly charged analyte ions. As the ion of interest increases in mass, 

the mass spectrometer analysis becomes compromised. In contrast, liquid atmospheric 

pressure (AP) MALDI source (the focus of this work) generates multiply charged ions and is 

more suited for coupling with high-performance MS systems. ESI also produces a spatially 

diffuse beam of ions from a flowing liquid inlet whereas the source of ions from liquid AP-

MALDI can be precisely controlled by the laser, both in time and space. Ultimately, flexibility 

of control will enable ultrahigh-throughput sample rates. 

Liquid AP-MALDI MS is the focus of this thesis and includes details of the design and 

optimisation of the new ion source and coupling interface. Significant advances in the 

performance of the ionisation source are reported with attention to the optimisation of the 

pressure regime and temperature of the ion inlet interface. Focusing on multiply protonated 

peptides, instrumental developments have been applied to increase the sensitivity (ions 

detected per mole), signal persistence, as well as the speed of analysis using fast laser 

repetition rates of up to 5 kHz. Charge state enhancement through ion mobility offers signal-
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to-noise increases of up to two orders. Electron-mediated fragmentation of multiply charged 

ions from liquid AP-MALDI provides new tandem MS functionality relative to conventional 

singly charged MALDI ions (that would be neutralised by electrons in ECD). Although the new 

MALDI technique produces ESI-like spectra, the advantage of a discrete spatial ionisation 

point and time offers the distinct possibility of ultra-high-throughput sample acquisition from 

high-density sample arrays at rates theoretically limited to greater than 100 samples/second. 

It is therefore concluded that the liquid AP-MALDI source provides powerful enhancements 

over both ESI and conventional MALDI. 
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Publications related to this work 

 

There are several publications related to this work co-authored with Reading University and 

Waters Research group members. I have provided varying levels of contribution to these papers. 

In addition to my assistance in reviewing the data and content, I have contributed more generally 

to the initial design of the liquid AP-MALDI ion source and the heated inlet interface for coupling 

with the Synapt (the mass spectrometer used in all these papers). I also procured and supplied 

ion source components such as the modified sample cone assemblies, the modified source 

housing, the XY sample plate stage and the heated inlet assembly as described in the papers. I 

helped with the development and deployment of the Waters Research Enabled Software 

scripting software (WRENS) used. The Initial experiments to improve the multiply charged ion 

yield through optimisation of the heated capillary and counter flow “cone gas” are reported in 

this thesis and were later advanced and reported in the “Investigation and optimization of 

parameters affecting the multiply charged ion yield in AP-MALDI MS”.1 Other papers of relevance 

include, “Protein identification using a nanoUHPLC-AP-MALDI MS/MS workflow with CID of 

multiply charged proteolytic peptides”, 2 “Production and analysis of multiply charged negative 

ions by liquid atmospheric pressure matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass 

spectrometry”3 and “Advancing Liquid Atmospheric Pressure Matrix-Assisted Laser 

Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry Toward Ultrahigh-Throughput Analysis”.4 In addition, 

several patents and conference presentations were forthcoming from this research. Front pages 

from a selection of published granted patents and published patent applications are shown in 

the appendix.
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 Introduction 

1.1 Biological mass spectrometry 

The early days of mass spectrometry involved experiments to determine the nature of discharge 

tube “canal rays” or “anode rays” first observed by German physicists Plücker and Hittorf and 

then reported by Goldstein in 18765,6. These new rays that were later determined to be positive 

ions appeared to travel in the opposite direction to cathode rays. About a decade after their 

discovery, Wien found that it was necessary to apply much stronger magnetic fields to deflect 

the rays compared to the cathode rays, he also found that they consisted of both charged and 

neutral particles. Wien was able to very approximately determine the mass-to-charge ratio of 

the deflected components. Thomson who had discovered the electron in 1897 continued to 

refine the instrumentation and went on to resolve the lightest of the canal rays, H+ and H2
+. The 

first mass spectrograph or spectrum was reported by Thomson in 1913.7 Since the early 

discharge tubes, many differing ionisation sources and analysers have been developed and as a 

result, mass spectrometry has become an incredibly powerful analytical technique for 

measuring the molecular weight and abundance of a wide range of chemical classes. 

Today, modern mass spectrometers are designed to very precisely manipulate ions in space and 

time using magnetic or electric fields in a way that generates a “mass spectrum” or two-

dimensional plot of ion abundance versus mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). Mass spectrometry can 

also be used to determine the quantity of known materials or to identify unknown compounds 

within a sample. Analyte ions can be selected and activated in ways that cause them to 

break into their individual constituents thus enabling the elucidation of their chemical 

structures. 

Mass spectrometer systems are often enhanced with liquid chromatography sample inlets 

providing separation of complex liquid sample mixtures prior to ionisation. Furthermore, ion 

mobility devices are also employed within mass spectrometer systems to separate complex 
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mixtures of gas phase ions based on their size and charge. Ion mobility is a powerful technique 

and is able to provide measurements of the collisional cross-sections of analyte ions within a 

mass spectrometer. 

Mass spectrometry applications are diverse. For example, accelerator mass spectrometers can 

perform highly sensitive analysis of carbon-14 isotopes for microdosing studies8 and at the other 

extreme of molecular size, charge detection mass spectrometers can measure the mass and 

charge of virus capsids in the gigadalton range.9 Small molecules being developed by 

pharmaceutical companies are analysed both for efficacy and purity and there is an ongoing 

drive to acquire spectral information at faster and faster rates. Mass spectrometry imaging 

(MSI)10 direct from surfaces is a rapidly growing field in which, for example, small regions of a 

biological tissue section are desorbed and ionised by a tightly focused laser whilst the mass 

spectrometer generates spectral information from the constituent analytes, pixel by pixel from 

the tissue. Each pixel of the image can be shown as a spectrum providing invaluable information. 

Ion imaging in this manner can be used to identify the location of a pharmaceutical drug within 

a biological tissue or to understand the fundamental biology of an organ, or even to quantify 

the extent of spatial spread of a cancerous tumour in-vivo. 

A recent development, the intelligent knife11 or “i-knife” is able to vaporise biological tissue in 

real time within the operating theatre and present the surgeon with clinical information such 

as the spatial extent of a cancerous tumour. Even though it may not be possible to identify every 

peak in a mass spectrum, quite often for a biological mixture of molecules the spectral pattern 

can be classified using data mining algorithms and principal component analysis (PCA). 

Mass spectrometry analysis of peptides, carbohydrates, glycans is particularly important in the 

life sciences field. The identification and quantitation of peptides and proteins with their vast 

set of post-translational modifications is responsible for a large proportion of mass 

spectrometers sold. Despite the high analytical performance of modern-day mass 

spectrometers, it seems that the technical development of mass spectrometry and ancillary 
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equipment is still in its early stages with many innovative advances occurring every year. 

Extensive advances in sample preparation, purification of analytes through chromatography 

and ionisation continues at a pace. Mass analyser developments in terms of sensitivity and 

resolving power, ion detection and data analysis are achieving new levels of performance year 

on year. It is clear that mass spectrometry offers a direct benefit to society and its success as an 

analytical technique is reflected in the worldwide market sales estimated to reach over $5 

billion in 2021.12 

 

1.2 Electrospray Ionisation and MALDI Sources 

1.2.1 Electrospray ionisation 

Over the last three decades, the techniques of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation 

(MALDI)13,14 and electrospray ionisation (ESI)15,16 have transformed the field of mass 

spectrometry, particularly in the analysis of larger biomolecules. This is primarily because of 

their “soft” nature and ability to generate ions from minute quantities of analyte molecules. In 

ESI, charged solvent droplets containing analyte ions are sprayed from a fine capillary towards 

the skimmer inlet cone (or “counter electrode”), of the mass spectrometer using the influence 

of an applied electric field (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Electrospray ionisation – positively charged droplets are sprayed from a liquid flow 
exiting a capillary at a positive potential towards a grounded mass spectrometer skimmer inlet 
cone (“counter electrode”), the droplets evaporate and eventually lead to bare cations. 
Negatively charged droplets and analyte ions can be generated by reversing the potential 
differential. 
 

As the droplets traverse the electric field, the solvent evaporates, ultimately generating a 

continuous stream of bare analyte ions. In ESI, charging of analyte molecules occurs within the 

liquid phase prior to the spraying of the charged droplets into the mass spectrometer inlet. 

Evaporation of the droplets leads to the formation of multiply protonated (or deprotonated) 

gas phase ions. Figure 2 illustrates two examples of multiply protonated ESI ions detected on a 

Synapt Q-Tof mass spectrometer from (a) - an infused solution of a small peptide, bradykinin, 

with a molecular weight of 1060 Da and (b) - a larger monoclonal antibody protein, trastuzumab 

(introduced using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)) with a molecular weight of 

~145 kDa.  
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Figure 2: ESI spectra from a Q-TOF mass spectrometer showing multiply protonated peaks for 
(a) a peptide with a molecular weight of 1060 Da (bradykinin) and (b) a complete antibody of 
trastuzumab with a molecular weight of 145 kDa. 
 

As the highly charged droplets evaporate and reach the Rayleigh limit17, they undergo Coulomb 

fission thereby ultimately producing gas phase ions. There are two predominant models 

describing the generation of ions from droplets. The charge residue model (CRM)18 and the ion 

evaporation model (IEM)19. In the CRM, fission provides a charged droplet with one (on average) 

analyte molecule which is released and picks up multiple charges from the droplet after the 

solvent evaporates. In the IEM model, the applied electric field is strong enough to desorb the 

molecular analyte ion directly from the droplet as it reduces in size. IEM generally applies to 

low molecular weight analytes whereas for large globular species the charged residue model 

(CRM) is followed. In addition to the CRM and IEM models, the chain ejection model (CEM) has 

also been proposed20 and this applies to disordered analyte polymeric chains and involves the 

ejection of the unfolded chain of a (bio)polymer such as a peptide/protein from the shrinking 

droplet.  

 
 
 
 

[M+H]+ 

[M+2H]2+ 

[M+3H]3+ 

(a) (b) 

[M+51H]51

[M+50H]50+ 

[M+49H]49+ 
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1.2.2 MALDI 

 

Prior to MALDI, laser desorption/ionisation (LDI) mass spectrometers were developed in the 

1970s primarily for analysis of small inorganic and organic molecules in the field of biomedical 

analysis21,22. Mixing the matrix with the analyte was a fundamental advance in softening the 

ionisation process allowing the intact analysis of more labile molecules and even large proteins 

beyond 100,000 Da13,14. In MALDI the conventional “dried-droplet” method employs a solid 

crystalline and UV light-absorbing matrix with the analyte embedded within it, in a large molar 

ratio (ca. 10,000:1; matrix:analyte). A small volume (typically one microliter) of a mixture of the 

solutions of matrix and analyte are deposited onto the surface of a metal sample plate where 

the solvents are allowed to evaporate leaving a thin layer of sample-matrix crystals. Thus, the 

analyte is co-crystallised in a UV light-absorbing matrix onto the surface of a sample plate 

electrode. A short (typically nanosecond) laser pulse is fired at the matrix/analyte mixture, 

resulting in desorption and ionisation of both the matrix and the analyte (Figure 3). For each 

laser pulse, a pulse of analyte ions is introduced into the mass spectrometer using electric fields 

in vacuum-MALDI, and mainly gas flow dynamics in AP-MALDI systems.  
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Figure 3: In MALDI, a short pulse of UV laser light, typically lasting a few nanoseconds, is focused 
to a small diameter (<500 µm) spot. The crystalline MALDI sample consists of a mixture of matrix 
and analyte. In positive ion mode, following desorption and ionisation, cations are extracted 
away from the positively charged sample plate towards the more negative inlet of the mass 
spectrometer. 

 
 
 
Typically, ions generated following laser desorption from the solid crystalline sample-matrix 

surface are singly charged. The process of ion generation is still not fully understood or accepted 

by researchers 23. Two theoretical models persist, the first is the gas phase protonation model 

24 and the second is known as the “Lucky Survivor”25. In the gas phase protonation model, the 

radical matrix ions are formed initially via photoionisation from the laser. Subsequently, 

protonated and deprotonated matrix ions are generated through secondary reactions (eq. 1 to 

eq. 4). Within the plume, analyte molecules are assumed neutral and protons are subsequently 

transferred to/from the protonated matrix ions to the analyte molecules forming both anions 

and cations (eq. 5 and eq. 6).  

 

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
          ℎ𝜐        
→       𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥+ . + 𝑒−………………………………… .…… . 𝑒𝑞. 1 

 

- 
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𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + 𝑒−
              
→    𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥− .…………………………………………… . eq. 2 

 

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥+ . +𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
             
→   [𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + 𝐻]+ + [𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 − 𝐻]−…………𝑒𝑞. 3 

 

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥− . +𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
             
→   [𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 − 𝐻]− + [𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + 𝐻]+… .… .…𝑒𝑞. 4 

 

[𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + 𝐻]+ + 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒
              
→    𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + [𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 + 𝐻]+……… . . 𝑒𝑞. 5 

 

[𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 − 𝐻]− + 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒
              
→    𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 + [𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 − 𝐻]−……… . . 𝑒𝑞. 6 

 

In the lucky survivor model, upon desorption, any pre-formed analyte ions and clusters are 

largely neutralised within the expanding plume through ion-ion reactions with clusters and/or 

photoelectrons. The remaining “surviving” ions are more likely to be singly charged than 

multiply charged as the ion-ion reaction cross section is dependent on the product of opposing 

charges squared and thus largely favours higher charged ions.26 It is of course feasible that both 

models play a role27,28. Interestingly, the Zenobi group investigated the electrospraying of 

insulin under ambient conditions on to surfaces of conventional MALDI matrix. It was found that 

ions desorbed from the surface had retained, to some extent, their higher levels of charging 29. 

 

 
 

1.2.3 Atmospheric Pressure (AP) MALDI 

In 2000, atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) was described30 and appeared to offer 

advantages over conventional MALDI ion sources that operated under vacuum. For example, 
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AP-MALDI ion sources did not require the engineering complexities of transporting the MALDI 

sample plate into the high vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, the analysis 

of more volatile samples became possible. Like conventional vacuum MALDI, AP-MALDI has also 

been used for the analysis of a wide range of sample classes including tryptic peptides, 

pesticides and oligosaccharides. AP-MALDI has also been used for MS imaging experiments.31,32 

Comparative studies of vacuum MALDI and AP-MALDI generally report at least an order of 

magnitude lower ion signal for AP-MALDI compared to vacuum MALDI31, 33 and this is probably 

attributed to poor ion transmission from atmosphere to vacuum. 

 
Generally, in most commercial mass spectrometers, as the m/z ratio increases, the ion 

generation, ion transmission and subsequent detection of ions becomes more challenging – this 

has rendered traditional singly charged MALDI sources at a relative disadvantage compared to 

ESI which produces higher charged ions and thus ions with lower m/z values. Despite several 

MALDI applications requiring the direct ionisation from surfaces, such as MS imaging, ESI, with 

its inherent generation of multiply charged ions, at low m/z, has dominated the MS market.  

MALDI does however have various advantages over ESI. For example, sample preparation is fast 

and simple. It also lends itself to high-throughput analysis from robotically prepared high-

density sample plates, and under certain conditions, ultimate detection limits are extremely low. 

Other advantages include the ability to provide ions from small and precise spatial locations for 

MS imaging (≤1µm as defined by the wavelength of the laser).34 MALDI is also more amenable 

to analysis of mixtures than ESI and more tolerant to sample impurities and additives 35. 

However, for ESI in particular, the problem of mixture analysis is largely solved by separating 

complex analyte solutions with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) prior to MS 

analysis, although at the expense of additional time and potential sample losses.  
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1.2.4 Liquid AP-MALDI and multiply charged ions 

Typically, liquid matrices are composed of a chromophore (as is used in conventional dried-

droplet crystalline MALDI), a proton-donating weak acid, a non-volatile liquid (such as glycerol) 

to maintain stability of the liquid phase solution and a more volatile solvent to enhance the 

mixing of all components.36 Liquid matrices have been used both within vacuum and AP-MALDI 

sources, however the stability of the liquid droplet is easier to maintain at atmospheric pressure. 

Both IR and UV MALDI using liquid matrices have reported significant advantages over 

conventional crystalline MALDI.37,38 For example, when the laser focus is positioned onto the 

sample/matrix droplet the “self-healing” properties of the liquid mean that from shot-shot, the 

intensity of ion the signals generated is very stable and several thousand laser shots can be fired 

at the sample before the droplet is depleted. Therefore, the mass spectrometer operator does 

not have to continuously move the sample plate relative to the laser whilst searching for so-

called “sweet-spots” as is the case with crystalline MALDI. 

The liquid format also facilitates on-target chemistries in which additional reagents can be 

added. For example, the broad tolerance of pH range within the sample/matrix allows tryptic 

digestion of the MALDI analyte and detection of its products.39 

One significant difference between the conventional MALDI and ESI ionisation process is that 

the MALDI ions observed are usually singly charged while ESI ions show a charge distribution of 

mainly multiply charged ions. Researchers have been attempting to generate multiply charged 

ions using MALDI for several years.29,40 Ideally, the higher charged MALDI ions would be 

generated at low laser fluence (with less sample wastage through ablation), high sensitivity and 

increased signal longevity. More recently, promising results have been published using a 

standard UV laser operating at low fluence in combination with a liquid matrix/sample.41 The 

fluence reported was under 2000 J/m2 which was substantially lower than laserspray 

ionisation42 (described below) that reported typical fluences of 40-50 kJ/m2. The impetus to 

generate multiply charged MALDI ions is not just because the lower m/z ions lend themselves 
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to analysis by established high-performance mass spectrometers, but also because multiply 

charged ions are more amenable than singly charged ions to fragmentation processes. In 

particular, ECD/ETD (described below) are advantageous for structural elucidation but require 

multiply charged cations.  

 
 

1.2.5 Sonic spray, laserspray, solvent-assisted and matrix-assisted inlet ionisation 

Similar to ESI, “sonic spray” involves spraying liquid droplets using a coaxial gas flow toward the 

inlet of the mass spectrometer but without using assistance from the electric field.43 It 

generates both singly and multiply charged ions, either with or without a voltage applied within 

the liquid phase. (However, significantly more ions are generated when a voltage difference is 

applied within the sample liquid.) The charged ions observed are reported to come from the 

statistical imbalance and distribution of charges prior to downstream droplet disruption and 

shearing. 43,44  

Laserspray ionisation (LSI). 42 like conventional (solid-state) AP-MALDI, utilises a solid matrix. 

Singly charged species are often generated and multiply charged ions are also generated. 

Unfortunately, the laser fluence (laser pulse energy per irradiated area) required in this 

technique is large compared with liquid AP-MALDI. 42 It has also been shown that through the 

use of lower volatility matrices higher charged ions can be generated when sufficient 

desolvation energy is provided by the laser.45 

Solvent-assisted inlet ionisation (SAII) 46 is a relatively simple technique, whereby a liquid 

analyte solution is introduced directly into the heated inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer. 

It produces multiply charged ions when droplets interact (and receive energy) from the heated 

capillary inlet surfaces. A characteristic “sizzle” sound is often heard preceding the detection of 

ions. 
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Matrix-assisted inlet ionisation (MAII)47 is similar to laserspray ionisation, but with no laser 

desorption. Instead, the use of heat to vaporise the matrix or a mechanical disturbance causes 

the matrix/analyte to enter the MS inlet. Multiply charged ions are observed and the fracturing 

or shearing of the matrix/sample crystal is a possible theory for generating multiply charged 

ions in MAII.44,48 Unfortunately, there appears to be limited control of these ionisation processes 

either spatially (for ion imaging) or temporally compared with MALDI, and sample consumption 

is high. 

Both infrared (IR)40 as well as UV41 liquid AP-MALDI have been shown to generate multiply 

charged ions. The latter provided signals from lower (more analytically useful) sample 

concentrations and with conventional MALDI (dried droplet) fluence levels. 

With all the above methods, there appear to be several features in common such as the heated 

inlet capillary, an electric field and liquid droplets. The process of droplet shearing as mentioned 

above44, resulting in a net charge appears to be a common theme in these ionisation processes. 
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1.3 Mass Spectrometer Analysers 

The results in this project were all obtained from an orthogonal time-of-flight (TOF) analyser 

fitted with a quadrupole (Q) mass filter for precursor ion selection. The system also included a 

stacked ring travelling wave ion mobility device positioned between the quadrupole and TOF 

analysers. It should be noted that the liquid AP-MALDI source might be easily adapted to fit on 

other types of analysers that are designed to use an AP ion source, for example, Orbitrap or 

FTICR systems. However, for this project, a Q-TOF system was used (Waters Synapt G2-Si, see 

Figure 4) to generate data. As such, the basic operation of the quadrupole mass filter, ion 

mobility separation and the TOF analyser are covered below. For context, a brief description of 

vacuum based MALDI mass analysers is also provided. 
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Figure 4: Schematic of the Synapt G2-Si HDMS (reproduced with permission from Waters 
Corporation). 
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1.3.1 The quadrupole (Q) mass filter 

The quadrupole (Q) mass filter was developed by Wolfgang Paul’s group49 in the 1950s and is 

constructed with four highly parallel rods, ideally hyperbolic in shape but often circular for 

simplicity of manufacturing (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). Both radiofrequency (RF) and direct 

current (DC) potentials are applied to the rod set. Adjacent rods have opposing RF phases and 

opposing DC polarity applied. The spacing and diameter of the rods and the amplitude of the RF 

potentials applied are arranged to generate a harmonic pseudopotential well50 in the XY plane. 

The stability of ions within a quadrupole mass filter can be seen graphically within the Mathieu 

stability diagram shown in Figure 7. 

The Mathieu stability diagram is useful for determining the range of m/z values that are 

transmitted through the device and is derived from the differential equations of motion in the 

quadrupolar and DC fields in which ions have stable trajectories. The vertical axis of the stability 

diagram is proportional to the DC applied and the horizontal axis is proportional to the RF 

applied. Both axes of the stability diagram are inversely proportional to the m/z of the ion so 

for a given RF and DC potential a range of m/z values along the line in the shaded region are 

transmitted.   

Without DC applied to the rods, the quadrupole is known to be operating in RF-only mode and 

is often used as an ion guide within mass spectrometers. However, in RF-only mode lower m/z 

ions become unstable below a certain value as their amplitude of oscillation becomes so large 

that they collide with the rods. Higher m/z ions with excess radial kinetic energy are also able 

to escape the pseudopotential well (as its strength is inversely proportional to m/z)51 but the 

loss of higher m/z ions is not such an abrupt cut off and is determined by the distribution of 

their kinetic energy distribution. It can be seen from the stability diagram that applying DC to 

the rods introduces a more defined cut off for higher m/z ions and the combined effect of RF 

and DC results in a device able to filter ions based on a narrow m/z window.  
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RF-only rods first developed by Brubaker52 are usually fitted at the entry and exit of the 

quadrupole and ensure efficient transmission of ions into (and out of) the device. 

Despite the quadrupole mass analyser having a low duty cycle compared to TOF mass analysers 

(i.e. most of the ions are rejected by the device), it is well suited to select ions of interest for 

dissociation and analysis. Within the Synapt, the quadrupole is used for precursor m/z selection 

so that the specific ions of interest are subsequently dissociated via collision-induced 

dissociation (CID) or electron transfer dissociation (ETD) within the trap cell. Ion mobility of the 

product ions can be carried out, alternatively, CID product ions can be generated after ion 

mobility of the precursor ions (with or without prior quadrupole selection). In this project a 

prototype device for electron capture dissociation (ECD) was fitted after ion mobility.  

 

Figure 5: A Waters quadrupole mass filter showing the four rods mounted within ceramic 
insulators. At each end of the device the four rods are split and only the RF voltage component 
is applied. These RF-only rods first developed by Brubaker52 are called pre and post filters and 
they ensure efficient transmission of ions into (and out of) the device.  
 

Main analyser rods. Both DC 

and RF applied 

Prefilter rods 

with RF only 

Ceramic insulators 
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Figure 6: A quadrupole mass filter is composed of four cylindrical rods with opposing phases of 
RF applied to adjacent rods. A superimposed DC voltage is also applied to adjacent pairs of rods 
which causes specific ions to become unstable in the xy plane and to strike the rods. 
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Figure 7: The Mathieu quadrupole stability diagram. Ions in the shaded region remain within 
the confines of the rods and are transmitted through the device. The x-axis is proportional to 
the VRF applied and the y-axis is proportional to the VDC applied, both axes are inversely 
proportional to the m/z. (For qz and az VRF is the amplitude of the RF voltage applied, 𝜔 is the 
RF angular frequency, VDC is the DC voltage applied and r0 is the inscribed radius between the 
quadrupole rods.) 
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1.3.2 RF multipole ion guides 

Mass spectrometer ion guides are required to efficiently collect and transport ions from the 

ion source into the vacuum as well as between discrete devices within the vacuum system. RF 

ion guides are often partially filled with a collision cooling gas such as argon at approximately 

10-2 mbar. For guides directly preceding an orthogonal TOF mass analyser the cooling gas acts 

to dampen the kinetic energy of ions, thus providing a pre-conditioned ion beam with reduced 

energy spread in the TOF direction. This is advantageous as a reduced energy spread requires 

less energy correction leading to higher ultimate resolving powers. Another aspect of collision 

gas is that if the incoming axial kinetic energy of ions is increased then CID occurs. The product 

ions generated are radially contained and also transmitted with reduced energy spread into 

the downstream TOF mass analyser. 

The quadrupole rod set described above when operating in RF-only mode without the mass 

resolving DC is one common form of RF ion guides in which the pseudopotential (or effective 

potential) generated by the device is proportional to the radius squared. Other RF multipole 

guides utilising more rods are often used as their ion transmission characteristics may be more 

suited to a particular function within the system (Figure 8). For example, multipoles of higher 

number have flatter central pseudopotential profiles and can accept (and emit) wider 

diameter beams. In RF multipole rod guides there is no axial thrust to keep ions moving 

through the guide, this can become problematic when collisional cooling gas is admitted as it 

causes ions to travel very slowly or even become stationary along the device depending on 

the ion flux and space charge. This has detrimental consequences when, for example, the 

mass spectrometer is running a fast multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) experiment as 

crosstalk between transitions might be observed. 
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In the Synapt Q-TOF mass spectrometer most of the RF ion guides are constructed from 

stacked rings with adjacent phases of RF applied to adjacent plates. It can be seen from Figure 

8 that the effective potential (or pseudopotential) for the stacked ring guide is significantly 

flatter than a quadrupole, hexapole or octopole device.51 In the Synapt, the stacked ring ion 

guides also include “travelling wave” DC potentials superimposed onto the rings and the 

potentials are arranged to drive ions axially in a very controlled manner53. This not only 

overcomes the crosstalk problem described above but with additional gas can be used to 

separate ions according to the collision cross section and this functionality is at the heart of 

the ion mobility cell within the Synapt54.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: The effective potential (pseudopotential) normalised for different RF ion guides as a 
function of ion radial location r (divided by r0) for a quadrupole, hexapole, octopole and 
stacked ring ion guide51.  Where r0 is the effective inscribed radius of the multipole rods or 
rings defining the physical extent of ion motion (e is the mathematical constant 2.718). 
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1.3.3 Ion mobility within traveling wave ion guides 

Within the ion mobility cell, pulsed DC potentials are applied to the rings as shown in Figure 

9(b). The traveling wave DC pulses drive ions axially along the device. When the device is 

pressurised with gas such as nitrogen at a few mbar the smaller (cross section) ions with higher 

charges tend to “surf” along more often with the traveling wave potentials, whereas larger 

ions or ions carrying less charge fall behind the traveling wave fronts. On average drift times 

are very closely related to the collision cross section and charge. The separation of ions 

according to their collision cross sections and charge provides an effective way of increasing 

the spectral signal to noise through summation of spectra in which the mobility drift times are 

associated with the analyte of interest. In addition, through calibration of the drift times (using 

standards) through the IMS cell, the collision cross section of an ion can be determined.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.3.4 Time-of-flight (TOF) mass analysers  

Once ions have been generated and introduced into the vacuum it is possible to accurately 

measure the time of flight of ions to fractions of a nanosecond. Ions are first accelerated using 

Figure 9: Schematic of stacked ring ion guide (a) where adjacent rings are connected to 
opposing phases of RF potential. In addition to the RF, DC travelling wave pulses are 
superimposed on the rings causing ions to be driven axially along the guide (b). 54 
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an electric field with potentials typically between 5kV and 20kV across distances of a few 

centimetres, ions then enter a field-free drift region. The drift region may be at ground 

potential with the ion source floated at the accelerating voltage, alternatively it is sometimes 

convenient to have the ions source close to ground potential and then to float the drift region 

(field free region) at a high accelerating voltage. The polarity of the electric field defines 

whether anions or cations are to be analysed. From the start time of the acceleration to the 

stop time at the detector is the measured time of flight. Heavy ions have the same kinetic 

energy as light ions of the same charge. The energy equation states: 

1

2
∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2 = 𝑧 ∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠 ……………………… . 𝑒𝑞 7 

 
 
For the distance of the field-free drift region: 

 

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑇𝑂𝐹
……………………………………………………… . . ………𝑒𝑞 8 

where the ion has the Velocity (m/s) defined by the Distance (m) and TOF (s). 

Rearranging this equation results in: 

 

𝑇𝑂𝐹 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ √
𝑚
𝑧

2 ∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
. ………………………………𝑒𝑞 9 

 

where the ion has the mass m (kg), charge z (C), Distance (m) and Acceleration_Volts (V) as 

the potential difference that the ions are initially accelerated through. When ions fly through 

regions with electrostatic fields such as the acceleration region of an ion source or a reflectron 

device (see below) the time-of-flight equation becomes more complex and depends on the 

geometry and magnitude of the fields. However, for simplicity the “Distance” term in 
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equations 8 and 9 can be viewed as the effective flight path that the ions traverse within a 

system even when multiple electrostatic fields are included. 

K can be defined as an instrument constant determined by the physical geometry of the 

complete system and the voltages applied. The basic TOF equation is as follows: 

 

                    
𝑚

𝑧
= 𝐾 ∗ 𝑇𝑂𝐹2 …………………………………………………eq. 10 

 

Practically, the TOF equation is only used to determine approximate m/z measurements. The 

m/z axis can be more accurately calibrated to higher order by measuring the TOFs for set of 

calibrant peaks with known masses as described in Chapter 2. 

Differentiation of equation 10, provides the mass resolving power for a given time aberration 

within a TOF system is: 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀) =
𝑚

𝛿𝑚
≈

𝑇𝑂𝐹

2 ⋅ 𝛿𝑇𝑂𝐹
…………………………………………𝑒𝑞 11 

 

The various uncorrected TOF aberrations in the system ( 𝛿𝑇𝑂𝐹)  accumulate (for an ion 

population), leading to a broadening of the peak of ions with the same m/z. 𝛿𝑇𝑂𝐹 can be 

considered as the sum in quadrature of all the TOF aberrations in a system.55  

At each stage within the TOF analyser, careful attention is paid in the design to reduce 

aberrations so that the highest resolving power can be achieved within the constraints of 

instrument size.  

There are several contributions to the aberrations, a few of which are listed as follows: 
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• Turn-around time (twice the velocity difference divided by the ion acceleration) is 

the time-of-flight difference between two isobaric ions that are initially moving in 

opposing directions in the orthogonal acceleration field.  

• Timing errors associated with both the ion detection system as well as the digital 

recording circuitry that determine the ion peak arrival times (analogue to digital 

converters (ADC) or time to digital converters (TDC)).  

• Flatness of the microchannel plate (MCP) or conversion dynode detector surface 

can be relevant as differing path lengths to different points on the detector can 

introduce a time of flight variation. 

• Variations in kinetic energy of ions due to power supply voltage ripple or thermal 

drift. 

• In gridded TOF assemblies, electric field boundaries are defined by grids. However, 

the small apertures existing between grid wires act as tiny ion lenses causing 

variation in ion velocity.56 

1.3.5 Reflectron systems 

Ion mirrors, also called reflectrons in mass spectrometry, were reported by Mamyrin in 196657 

and increase the mass resolving power for two reasons. Firstly, they increase the effective 

path length and time of flight for a given m/z, as such, aberrations (such as peak timing jitter 

or turn-around time described above) become a smaller proportion of the overall flight time. 

Secondly, reflectrons cause isobaric ions of higher kinetic energy to spend longer within the 

reflectron than ions of lower energy. The increase in the time of flight within the reflectron 

for the higher energy ions is arranged to exactly compensate for the shorter time of flight 

within the field-free regions (exterior to the reflectron). 

Reflectrons also provide an additional degree of freedom in the design of the TOF geometry. 

The first time-of-flight focal plane acts as a virtual source of ions for the reflectron device and 
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with higher orthogonal extraction fields the focal plane can be located much closer to the 

extraction electrodes than for “linear” (non-reflectron) TOF systems. The higher orthogonal 

extraction field is very advantageous as it reduces the turn-around-time aberration. Multiple 

field regions within reflectrons as well as multiple stages of acceleration fields are often 

utilised in modern TOF systems to achieve higher-order spatial focusing and improved 

resolving power.58 

 

1.3.6 Linear and reflectron-based MALDI-TOF systems 

Differences between the techniques of AP ESI and vacuum MALDI have led to divergent 

instrument designs. Systems known as “linear” TOF MALDI mass spectrometers exist in which 

the detector is positioned in-line with the initial ion direction (Figure 10). Alternatively, in 

reflectron-based MALDI-TOF mass spectrometers the detector is positioned after ions are 

reflected by an ion mirror (Figure 11). Such linear or reflectron MALDI-TOF mass analysers 

operate at pressures of ~10-7 mbar and are ideally suited to the pulsed nature of the MALDI 

process and the technique of delayed extraction59. For MALDI the development of delayed 

extraction provided significant enhancements in mass resolving power. After laser 

desorption/ionisation ions are allowed to expand towards the TOF analyser in an electric field-

free region according to their initial velocity distributions, typically at velocities up to 

approximately 1000 ms-1 (depending on the matrix). After a delay of a few hundred 

nanoseconds the electric field is applied to accelerate ions from the source, this is arranged 

to cause isobaric ions with low velocities to catch up with ions of higher velocities, which are 

less exposed to the electric acceleration field. The pulsed electric field in delayed extraction 

which can also act as the start time for the time-of-flight digitiser clock. Pulsed electric field 

parameters for TOF were originally developed by Wiley and Mclaren60 in 1955 and provided 

the basis for many of the present day commercial TOF instruments. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of a linear axial vacuum MALDI-TOF instrument where for cations -20kV 
is applied to the drift region while the target plate is held close to ground potential. The 
“optical sensor” is used to provide the spatial position of the XY stage. (Figure reproduced and 
modified from M@LDI Micromass Operators Guide).61 

 

Drift region and detector 
floated at -20kV in positive 
ion mode 

“Delayed extraction” ion 
source. Potential held close 
to ground except for the 
delayed extraction pulse.  

 

Time focus plane at the 
detector 
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Figure 11: Schematic of a reflectron-based axial vacuum MALDI-TOF system. As in the linear 
version, the drift region is held at -20kV and the target plate is held close to ground potential. 
The rear of the reflectron is also held at a potential slightly higher than ground and reverses 
the direction of ions. Ions of the same m/z but differing energies arrive at the detector at the 
same time. (Figure reproduced and modified from M@LDI Micromass Operators Guide).61 

 
 

1.3.7 Orthogonal TOF mass analysers 

Axial TOF mass analysers (where the ions travel linearly along an ion optical axis) are well 

suited to pulsed ionisation sources such as (vacuum) MALDI sources with delayed extraction. 

However, such analysers are not very compatible with the continuous beam of ions generated 

from an AP ESI source. Orthogonal acceleration TOF (oa-TOF) mass analysers were developed 

in the 1980s to accept and analyse continuous beams of ions. In these systems a portion of 
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“Delayed extraction” ion 
source. Potential held 
close to ground except for 
the delayed extraction 
pulse.  
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the ions are accelerated orthogonally to their direction of introduction into the TOF mass 

analyser region.62,63  

Figure 12 depicts a schematic of an early example of an oa-TOF constructed by Dawson, in 

which ions from a continuous electron ionisation source were analysed. Oa-TOF systems can 

analyse ions from a large variety of continuous beam ion sources as well as pulsed ion sources 

such as AP-MALDI and now liquid AP-MALDI. 

 

 
 
Figure 12: Schematic of an orthogonal TOF mass spectrometer where a continuous beam of 
ions from an electron ionisation source is periodically pushed-out with a pulsed acceleration 
field orthogonally towards a TOF drift region and detector (“push-out pulse”). V1 and V2 are 
the axial and orthogonal accelerating voltages and ϴ is the angle of flight after acceleration 
into the drift region (Reproduced from Dawson & Guilhaus, 1989 with permission from John 
Wiley and Sons).63 
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In ESI oa-TOF systems the beam of ions is sent orthogonally to its initial direction with a pulsed 

electric field. The initial ion velocity distribution (in the orthogonal direction) is largely thermal 

in nature (provided that sufficient collisional cooling has been provided in the adjacent 

upstream ion guide). The electric field is designed to cause ions of the same m/z to arrive at a 

spatial plane at the same time irrespective of their original spatial locations. The ion detector 

is placed at the time-focus plane. This is known as spatial focusing and higher-order spatial 

focusing can be achieved resulting in resolving powers approaching one hundred thousand 

(FWHM) in commercial systems.64 Other non-commercial systems utilising multi-reflection of 

the ions with gridless ion mirrors (reflectrons) have been developed, such systems have 

significantly longer flight paths and have achieved close to one million resolving power. 65   

 

1.3.8 Ion detection and mass range considerations 

Once ions have traversed the system of electric fields and field-free regions in a TOF mass 

spectrometer they need to be detected with minimal time aberrations and over a wide 

dynamic range of ion pulse populations to maintain quantitative performance. A pulse of ions 

in a TOF mass analyser carries insufficient charge to be easily measured directly with a Faraday 

plate alone. Therefore, detectors usually incorporate secondary electron multipliers that are 

able to detect single ions. In these detectors, after an ion impacts a primary emission surface, 

secondary electrons are released and amplified. Devices such as discrete dynode multipliers66 

and microchannel plates (MCP)67 are often used because the primary strike surface is very flat 

and the electron output signals generated are fast (with sub-nanosecond timing aberration). 

MCP detectors can amplify the electrical signals form the ion charges by gain factors of greater 

than one million.  The output of an MCP or electron multiplier device is followed by high-

bandwidth amplification circuitry and digital recording using analogue-to-digital convertors 

(ADC) or time-to-digital convertors (TDC) detectors. Unfortunately, the secondary electron 

yield from the primary strike surface reduces very steeply with ion velocity (approximately to 
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the fourth power) this means that slower moving larger ions produce significantly fewer ion 

counts than smaller ions. This partly explains why most mass spectrometers do not perform 

well for the detection of high m/z ions. Researchers are attempting to find other types of 

detectors such as “superconducting tunnel junction detectors” which are not limited by the 

same electron emission processes.68  

The other limitation for high m/z ions stems from the transmission through RF ion guides. In 

particular, the depth of the pseudopotential well defining the ion guide can be too low for 

high m/z ions, (as described above). This relatively poor mass spectrometer performance at 

higher m/z underlines one of the aims of this thesis which is to enhance the performance of 

MALDI by enabling the generation of multiply charged ions (thus lowering the analyte’s m/z 

for the same molecular weight). 

 

1.4 Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) involves the selection of a precursor analyte ion of 

interest using a first stage mass spectrometer MS1 (for example the quadrupole in a Q-TOF 

instrument) followed by a form of ion activation (for example CID) to generate product ions. 

The product ions are then analysed by a second stage mass spectrometer MS2 (for example 

the TOF mass analyser in a Q-TOF instrument). The two stages of tandem mass spectrometry 

can be performed either in the same analyser at different times (such as within an ion trap) 

or within sequentially coupled analysers, such as the Q-TOF or triple quadrupole (QqQ) 

systems. 

MS/MS is a powerful technique in many applications. For example, in proteomics peptide 

fragment ions can be used to determine the sequence of a peptide de novo by predicting and 
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matching expected peaks within a spectrum. Alternatively, fragment ion spectra from 

peptides can be matched against databases to identify the protein of origin.   

Product ions produced through MS/MS provide high specificity for the detection or 

quantitation of analytes often present in low amounts among chemically complex matrices. 

This specificity is often exploited using triple quadrupole (QqQ) mass analysers. The first 

quadrupole selects the precursor, the second quadrupole is for ion activation only (usually by 

CID) and the third quadrupole is programmed to monitor specific m/z fragment ions with high 

sensitivity and is often used for targeted quantitation or trace detection within the 

pharmaceutical industry. 

MS/MS of ions using collision-induced dissociation (CID) is the default type of fragmentation 

employed in most commercial mass spectrometers. CID provides valuable information about 

the molecular constituents and sequence/structure of a preselected ion. CID involves one or 

multiple collisions of the precursor ion with an inert gas (such as argon). During the collision 

process, the internal energy of the precursor ion becomes high enough to cause 

fragmentation. Each collision increases the internal energy of the precursor ion. It is a 

relatively slow heating process, distributing energy across the ion whilst allowing time for 

rearrangements of the structure often causing cleavage of weaker bonds. Importantly, CID is 

also assisted by the coulombic repulsion of the charges.69 Therefore, in CID, higher charged 

precursors usually provide richer, more informative spectra. 

Typically, in ESI-based proteomics workflows, trypsin-digested proteins are identified by LC-

MS/MS experiments. A limited number of precursor ions of interest can be determined and 

analysed automatically via data-directed acquisitions (DDA) on-the-fly, or via pre-

programmed targeted lists. More recently, data-independent acquisition (DIA) workflows 

have been developed to avoid limitations of the DDA algorithms in determining the precursors. 

One such DIA workflow is termed “SONAR” (provided by Waters on Xevo Q-Tof systems),70 in 
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which the quadrupole m/z value is very quickly and repetitively scanned during the LC peak 

elution. In addition, for alternate scans, the CID is switched between low and high energy 

fragmentation modes (by changing the collision energy). DIA techniques provide a 

comprehensive and unbiased workflow in proteomics and lipidomics and are more suited to 

discovery-based analysis and quantitation.  

More recently, electron-based fragmentation techniques have been developed, in particular 

for biomolecule ions, such as electron capture dissociation (ECD)71,72 and electron transfer 

dissociation (ETD). 73,74–80 These techniques involve fast, localised transfer of energy to the 

precursor and generate fragment ions that remain bonded with post-translational 

modifications (unlike in CID where modifications are often lost from the precursor and 

product ions). Furthermore, peptide fragmentation data using ETD or ECD are often easier to 

interpret as the peptide fragment ions are generated from more randomised backbone 

cleavages often covering the peptide sequence much better. Most importantly, in the context 

of this research, the singly charged ions generated from conventional MALDI sources are 

unviable for ETD or ECD because the transfer of an electron to the analyte cation simply 

neutralises the precursor rendering the neutral products undetectable in the mass 

spectrometer.  

There is also resurgence of interest in techniques such as ultraviolet photo-dissociation (UVPD) 

and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) by illuminating precursor ions with an 

appropriate source of laser light. 81–83 These complementary ion activation and dissociation 

techniques can provide the researcher with fragment ions that originate from different 

pathways that may not be observed using CID.84 For example, referring to Figure 13, a, b and 

y type fragment ions are usually generated via CID (and IRMPD), whereas for the electron-

mediated techniques, ETD and ECD, c and z ions are predominant. For UVPD, depending on 

the wavelength, a combination of vibrational and electronic fragment ions may be observed 
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but the prominent fragment ions are the a and x type ions (but with some b and y type ions 

present from vibrational activation).85 

The nomenclature for different fragment ion types of peptides was suggested by Roepstorff86 

and then further modified by Johnson87 (see Figure 13). Ions need to carry at least one charge 

to be detected. If the charge is held on the N terminal fragment it is denoted as either a, b or c. 

If the charge is on the C terminal, the ion type is x, y or z. The subscript indicates the number 

of residues in the fragment. Apostrophes to the right (or the left) of the letter represent when 

hydrogens are transferred to (or lost) respectively (for example, y2” includes 2 additional 

hydrogens).  

 

 

Figure 13: The nomenclature of peptide fragments as suggested by Roepstorff and 
Johnson.86,88  a, b and y type fragment ions are often observed from low energy CID whereas 
c, and z ions are typical of ETD and ECD techniques. 

 

1.5 High-speed sample throughput  

One of the earliest TOF mass spectrometers was reported by Stephens in 1946 89 and at that 

time he certainly recognised that “rapid analysis” would be one of its advantages compared 

with other types of analysers. This is still the case today as the mass resolving power obtained 

per unit time for TOF mass analysers far exceeds other types of modern mass analysers 
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including orbital trapping instruments (“Orbitrap”) or Fourier transformation ion cyclotron 

resonance (FTICR) instruments that require significantly longer ion trapping times to obtain 

the same performance. 

High-throughput sample analysis is often carried out using either ESI or conventional dried-

droplet MALDI ion sources. In MALDI, application areas include bacterial identification 25 and 

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis.90 The limiting factor with ESI is bringing the 

samples into the ionisation region. For MALDI, this is less of a problem as the samples and 

matrix can be robotically prepared off-line, allowed to dry down and automatically loaded 

into the mass spectrometer. More recently, acoustic mist ionisation (AMI)91 and desorption 

electrospray ionization (DESI)92 techniques have shown promising results for high-speed 

throughput operating at 3 samples per second with AMI. Ion imaging is also a high-speed 

technique whereby each pixel represents a separate sample. In ion imaging using 

conventional MALDI, some systems have been reported to operate at up to 500 pixels per 

second. 93 Apart from the challenges in loading samples and the speed of the mass 

spectrometer acquisition system, analysis rates are also determined by the sensitivity of the 

ionisation source and the ability to minimise carryover from sample to sample. 

In this project, the potential to provide increased sample throughput rates approaching 100 

samples per second is described using the (liquid) AP-MALDI ion source on the Synapt (with 

modified acquisition software). 

1.6 Aims and Objectives of This Research 

The overall aim of this research is to improve the alternative liquid AP-MALDI source for 

advancing MS and MS/MS analysis. This new source addresses some of the performance 

limitations of both conventional ESI and conventional solid-state (crystalline) MALDI and thus 

bridges the gap between the two. Unlike conventional MALDI, liquid AP-MALDI provides 

advantages in that it ionises directly from liquid droplets and it can generate multiply charged 
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ions. This project aims to expand on the previously developed liquid AP-MALDI source41 with 

specific attention to the efficient coupling to a high-performance commercial mass 

spectrometer. One aspect involves the optimisation of the gas flow dynamics employed within 

the ion source transfer capillary interface. Furthermore, the work aims to show for the first 

time ECD and ETD of MALDI ions on a Q-TOF system using a prototype ECD device installed 

after an ion mobility cell. The ion source also features a highly precise and flexibly controlled 

spatial and temporal ionisation event provided by the tight focal point and timing of the laser 

pulse. This work also aims to show the potential for ultra-high-speed sample throughput 

offered by the technique as a result of using a laser as the ultimate precision tool for sample 

desorption. 
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 Methods and Materials 

 

2.1 Mass spectrometer and settings used 

In this work all data were acquired from a modified commercial hybrid Q-Tof mass spectrometer 

(Waters Synapt G2-Si) fitted with a traveling wave ion mobility (TWIM) device. A schematic of the 

standard (unmodified system) fitted with an ESI ion source is shown in Figure 4. Briefly, from the 

ion source to the detector, the standard Synapt includes an ESI “Z-spray” ionisation source94 and 

an intermediate pressure (3 mbar) stepwave RF ion guide for efficient transfer of ions from the 

ion source into the higher-vacuum regions of the quadrupole mass filter. The quadrupole was 

used for precursor ion m/z selection for subsequent ion activation and fragmentation in the 

downstream trap or transfer cells. 

The “Triwave” region of the Synapt includes three consecutive pressurised travelling wave ion 

transfer devices between the quadrupole mass filter and the time of flight mass analyser. Briefly, 

the first device, the trap cell, was used for CID and ion-ion reactions, such as ETD (described 

below). The cell is also used for trapping and timed gating of m/z-selected ions into the next 

downstream device, the ion mobility separation (IMS) cell, which separates ions according to 

their size (collision cross section) / charge ratio. The IMS cell can also be used to measure the 

collision cross section of ions (however this aspect was not covered in this work). Optionally the 

third cell, the transfer cell, could be used for providing additional CID of ions following IMS as 

well as ECD (a non-standard modification detailed below). 

The TOF mass analyser includes a two stage reflectron, the electric fields are arranged so that 

ions of the same m/z ratio but with higher kinetic energy spend more time within the device and 

then arrive at the detector at the same time. The TOF default settings were used so that it 

operated at a resolving power of approximately 20,000 FWHM in “resolution” mode. 
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The standard commercial version of Masslynx (version 4.2 SCN 983; Waters) was used for 

controlling the instrument and displaying data. DriftScope (version 2.8; Waters) was also used to 

visualise ion mobility data. (High throughput data were acquired using modified version of 

Masslynx as described in 2.10). For most experiments, the Synapt was operated in resolution, ion 

mobility and positive ion mode with the default settings applied. For the high-throughput data 

acquired in Chapter 5 (when a modified version of MassLynx software was employed), the system 

was limited to non-mobility mode of acquisition. The operation in ion mobility mode provided 

drift time data sets in which the spectra for specific drift times were summed, providing 

enhancements to the signal-to-noise ratio for peptide analytes. For experiments involving 

systematic changes to the cone gas flow, Waters Research Enabled Software (WRENS version 

2.15.5; Waters) was used. WRENS provided script-based control to override various instrument 

parameters written in C# code (see appendix). 

The collision energy for ions entering the trap cell was optimised and reported for each CID 

spectrum. All data were acquired with 1 second “scans” in ADC mode, except for the high-

throughput data reported in Chapter 5. The capillary voltage was set at 2.5 kV for ESI 

measurements. However, in liquid AP-MALDI the high-voltage cable was modified to have a 

crocodile connector clip so it could be easily connected to the target plate and the voltage was 

increased to 3 kV. The cone gas setting was zero for ESI mode but optimised for liquid AP-MALDI 

as described in chapter 3. The source temperature was set to 100 °C. Desolvation temperature 

was set at 250 °C for ESI measurements only (not connected in liquid AP-MALDI mode). The 

desolvation gas was 200 l/h for ESI measurements (switched off for liquid AP-MALDI). The make-

up flow in ETD mode was 20 ml/min. The nebuliser pressure was 6 bar for ESI measurements 

(switched off in liquid AP-MALDI). The discharge current 55 µA in ETD mode only. The ECD settings 

and description of the ECD modifications are described below.  
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2.2 Liquid AP-UV-MALDI source construction and modifications to the standard 

mass spectrometer 

The liquid AP-MALDI source developed in this project was based on the design previously 

reported by Cramer et al. in 201341 except that the mass spectrometer (and associated source 

vacuum characteristics), the laser and the heated capillary were all different. An overall 

schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 14. For the majority of the data presented in this thesis, 

the laser used was a diode-pumped solid state UV laser (“Explorer One 349-120” (OEM); Spectra-

Physics) with a wavelength of 349 nm (Nd:YLF), see section 2.3. The instrument framework above 

the ion source region was drilled to provide stable fixing points for an optical table to accurately 

support the laser and a manually adjustable primary steering mirror (diameter of one inch and 

UV-enhanced; Thorlabs, UK). The steering mirror was used to direct the laser light vertically 

downwards towards the ion source assembly. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show photographs of the 

liquid AP-MALDI source assembly mounted on the Synapt. (Safety considerations for these 

modifications are mentioned in the Appendix.) 

 
The aluminium housing of the standard commercial nano-ESI source was machined to provide 

improved access and also drilled to provide mechanical fixtures for a 150 mm focal length plano-

convex UV lens (Thorlabs, UK), the associated mounting post as well as an additional UV-

enhanced mirror and its mounting post. The laser was guided on to the target plate using the two 

adjustable mirrors. The spot position and size were visualised using UV-sensitive paper and “ZAP-

IT®” (manufacturer) laser alignment paper placed on the sample plate. The laser alignment paper 

also produced a convenient audible “tick” for each laser shot, the more tightly focused the laser 

the louder the ticking noise. The laser spot burn diameter was minimised by adjusting the 

position of the focus lens by up to +/- 15mm. The burn diameters from a thin-film matrix 
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Figure 14: Overall schematic of the modified Synapt G2-Si system with the ESI source replaced by 
the experimental AP-MALDI source assembly including XYZ sample plate and heated inlet 
capillary. The capillary was held at 0V and the target plate at +3kV. 
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 deposition95 were measured with a travelling microscope at approximately 150 µm. In addition, 

it was also found that the most intense generation of multiply charged peptide ions occurred 

when the laser spot was as tight as possible with the current optics. 

  

Figure 15: Liquid-AP-MALDI source fitted to the Synapt mass spectrometer illustrating the laser 
path. 
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Figure 16: Liquid-AP-MALDI source (side view) 

 
 
Referring to Figure 15, a ¼ format micro-titre plate format stainless steel MALDI sample plate 

(described below in 2.5) was held in place with small magnets embedded in a manually adjustable 

X-Y-Z stage (Thorlabs, UK). The stage was bolted to the modified ESI housing to ensure 

reproducible positioning between the laser focus position and the capillary inlet. The surface of 

the sample plate was positioned 3 mm +/- 0.5 mm from the entrance of the inlet capillary. The 

sample plate was insulated from the grounded X-Y-Z stage using a PEEK plate, this allowed the 
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application of several kilovolts (typically 3 kV) to the sample plate. The high voltage supply was 

derived directly from the instrument ESI capillary supply. The absolute potential of the sample 

cone and the directly connected inlet capillary was set close to 0 V by adjusting the “static offset” 

control of the Synapt.  

 

2.3 Laser used and control of the pulse repetition rate and pulse energy 

As mentioned above, the laser employed was a diode-pumped solid state UV laser with a 

wavelength of 349 nm (Nd: YLF). A photograph of the laser used in shown in Figure 17 and a 

summary of the manufacturer’s specifications for the laser are shown in Table 1.  

 

  
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 17: Photograph of the Explorer One UV 349nm laser and cooling fan on the optical 
bench 
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Table 1: Manufacturer specifications for the UV laser used for liquid AP-MALDI (Spectra Physics -  
Explorer One) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The laser energy was controlled by changing the diode current setting and was usually set 

between 15 and 25 µJ per pulse (software control panel shown in Figure 18). The pulse energy 

was measured internally by the laser system and displayed as a readback in the software. The 

laser energy measurement from the display was compared and corrected using a calibrated 

energy meter, the LabMax-TOP with Energy Sensor J-10MB-HE (Coherent). The laser repetition 

rate was set at values ranging from 1 Hz to 5 kHz. For repetition rates above approximately 50 Hz 

the laser energy per shot reduces for the same bias current. Therefore, for experiments at higher 

repetition rates the bias current was manually increased to maintain the laser energy per shot 

(see Figure 19(a) to (c)). Also, worth noting is that the laser pulse duration was also a function of 

the diode current (as seen in Figure 19(b)), however this aspect was not explored in this thesis 

although it could be an interesting parameter for future study. 

Beam quality M2 <1.3, TEM00 

wavelength (nm) 349 (Nd:YLF) 

pulse energy (µJ)* 10 to 80 

repetition rate (Hz) 10 to 5000 

divergence (mrad) 3.0 +/-0.5 

output diameter (mm) 0.5 

pulse duration (ns) <7 (@ 20µJ) 
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Figure 18: Screen capture from Spectra Physics’ L-win laser control software, showing the diode 
current control, laser repetition rate control and pulse energy read back per laser shot. 
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Figure 19: Laser performance characteristics as provided by the manufacturer. (a) pulse energy 
versus pulse repetition rate (solid line with 2.9A diode current), (b) pulse width (ns) and (c) pulse 
energy (µJ) versus diode laser current (A). Adapted from the manufacturer’s user manual 
website.96

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

2.9 Amps 
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2.4 Heated capillary inlet construction 

The heated inlet assembly was constructed around a stainless-steel capillary cut to 6-cm length 

(1/16th outer diameter and 0.04” (1.0mm) inner diameter from Greyhound, UK). A 1/16 th fitting 

(Swagelock, UK) was welded on to the standard Synapt ESI outer cone assembly as shown in the 

3D CAD drawings in Figure 20. The capillary was connected to the 1/16th fitting. The inner cone 

of this assembly, being the major flow restriction and “choked flow” expansion aperture into the 

vacuum, was kept at the standard 0.8 mm. The capillary was heated to approximately 250 °C, 

this was achieved by passing current of approximately 1.1 A through a resistive wire (40 Ω/m, 10 

cm long) heating element manually wound around a ~1mm layer of a heat-conductive but 

electrically insulating ceramic paste cement previously applied to the capillary (OMEGABOND  600 

Powder; Omega Engineering Ltd, Manchester, UK). An additional layer of paste was added to the 

heater element to provide mechanical stability and improve thermal homogeneity along the 

capillary (see Figure 21) The temperature of the assembly was monitored using a K-type 

thermocouple embedded in the ceramic paste, the current was manually adjusted to ensure a 

stable set temperature.  

.  
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Figure 20: 3D CAD drawings of the modified sample cone with connection to capillary and 1/16th 
inch fitting, (a) outer view and (b) cross section revealing standard ESI inner cone 
 

 

a) b) 

inner cone 

capillary 

1/16th fitting 

weld 

ambient 

pressure 

cone gas inlet 

primary 

flow 
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Figure 21: Modified cone inlet assembly illustrating primary and cone gas flow through the 
6 cm long, 1 mm inner diameter heated capillary in series with 0.8 mm orifice into the MS 
vacuum. The primary flow is from atmosphere and carries the droplets and ions generated 
by the MALDI event. The cone gas also flows into the vacuum and mixes with the primary 
flow at the mix point. The ceramic paste serves to electrically insulate the heater element 
from the capillary but also provides mechanical stability as well as improving the thermal 
conductivity through and along the capillary. 
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A dual output multi-mode power supply, Model EXT752M by Aim-TTi international (Cambridge 

UK) was used to provide power to the heated capillary as well as the stand-alone fan to cool the 

housing of the laser (Figure 22). 

 

 
Figure 22: Dual output laboratory power supply was used for the heated capillary (and the 15V 
laser cooling fan). 
 

2.5 Materials and MALDI sample plate 

Unless stated otherwise, the following materials were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich UK: 

caesium iodide (CsI) (99.9%; 202134-25G), substance-P (>95%; S6883-1mg), bovine ubiquitin 

U6253-MG, [Val5]-angiotensin I A-9402, leucine enkephalin hydrate L9133-25mg, angiotensin 2 

human A9525-1mg, a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) C8982, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 

(DHB) 85707, glycerol 49771 5ml, bradykinin B3259-10MG, formic acid (Greyhound, Birkenhead, 

UK), “ZAP-IT®” laser alignment paper (Zap-It Laser, USA). MALDI samples were spotted onto 

Waters 96 well target plates (Waters part number 405010856). The plates are etched to have 96 

sample wells (3.0 mm diameter wells at 4.5 mm pitch), rectangular format with 8 sample rows 

(A-H) and additional 24 spare wells for near-point calibration. Figure 23 shows a photograph of 

the sample plates used. 
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Figure 23: Photograph of 96-well MALDI stainless steel sample plate used for liquid AP-MALDI 
samples 

 
 

2.6 Liquid MALDI matrix preparation 

Peptides were dissolved in water at concentrations ranging from 100 fmol/µL up to 100 pmol/µL 

with the addition of formic acid (0.1%). For the liquid support matrix most experiments were 

carried out using the following recipe: 

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid was dissolved at a concentration of 100 mg/ml into a solvent mix 

consisting of 70:30 acetonitrile: water. An additional 60% by volume of glycerol was added to the 

solution. This was followed by 10 minutes of sonication.  

An alternative matrix solution was prepared using 10 mg of CHCA dissolved in 1 ml of 50:50 water: 

acetonitrile. To this, 250 µL of glycerol were added.  

Typical sample loadings included either 1.0 μL or 0.5 μL of analyte solution mixed with 1.0 μL or 

0.5 μL of matrix solution on target. The surface tension of the droplets was high enough to 

prevent the liquid running down the plate due to gravity when the sample plate is held vertically. 
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2.7 ETD description and operation on Synapt 

For ETD experiments, the instrument was arranged as shown in Figure 24. The standard ETD glow 

discharge source was utilised as described previously97. However, instead of the standard ESI 

source, the liquid AP-MALDI source was fitted. The ETD reagent was p-nitrotoluene. A few mg of 

reagent crystals were placed in the sealed reagent chamber and nitrogen make-up gas carries 

vapour from the reagent through to a hollow glow discharge needle positioned in the low-

pressure region of the source block (typically held at approximately 2 mbar). A glow discharge 

voltage of ~ -300V was applied to the needle for 0.1 seconds to generate radical anions. The 

anions were selected by the quadrupole to remove unwanted (even electron) species and 

collected in the trap cell where they are trapped by applying a negative potential of 3V to the 

exit and entrance plates of the cell. The instrument ion optics cycle between positive and 

negative ion operation. For the positive part of the cycle (which typically lasts for 1 second), 

multiply charged analyte cations are introduced from the ion source and selected by the 

quadrupole for MS/MS, previously stored reagent anions are able to react with the cations within 

the trap cell. Although the ‘t-waves’ cause ions of both polarities to move through the trap cell 

the ‘t-waves’ also cause separation of opposing polarity ions. Changing the amplitude and speed 

of the trap ‘t-waves’ provides a convenient means to regulate the interaction between the 

opposing polarity ions. This is essential as the excess of reagent anions can completely neutralise 

the cations should the ions be allowed to mix for too long. Product ions proceed through the ion 

mobility cell and transfer cell and into the TOF analyser. The trap t-wave amplitude was typically 

set between 0.2V and 0.3V, the glow discharge current was 40µA and the make-up gas flow was 

50 ml/min. Other ETD instrument settings were applied using the default values provided. 
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Figure 24: ETD reagent vapour  is carried through to the glow discharge (GD) needle. Reagent 
anions are arranged to mix and react with analyte cations from the liquid AP-MALDI source in the 
trap cell (adapted with permission from Williams 97 (John Wiley and Sons)).   
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2.8 Prototype ECD cell on Synapt 

For the ECD experiments a prototype ECD cell was purchased from e-MSion (Corvallis, USA) and 

installed into the Synapt with the assistance of Professor Joe Beckman (one of the cell 

inventors).98–100 The cell was custom-designed to fit between the exit of the ion mobility cell and 

the entrance of the transfer cell. 101 The transfer cell had to be shortened to make space for the 

ECD cell. Fortunately, a short transfer cell had been previously developed for surface-induced 

dissociation (SID) studies. Several stacked rings (25mm) from the front of the transfer cell were 

removed for this modification. 102 The ECD cell was screwed to the exit of the IMS cell and details 

of the location of the cell are shown in Figure 25(a). The power supply for the ECD cell was also 

biased (using a direct connection) to the potential of the transfer cell entrance plate. The ECD 

cell’s lens supply unit was controlled using “ExDPowerMangement” software from e-MSion. 

The ECD cell is constructed with seven electrostatic ring lenses tuned to transmit cations and 

their fragments following interaction with the low-energy electrons (<1 eV). The electrons are 

provided by a rhenium filament (loop) that the ions pass through. A schematic of the cell is shown 

in Figure 25(b). Two of the electrostatic lens elements are samarium-cobalt alloy ring magnets, 

the field from the magnets (in conjunction with the electric fields) are designed to entrain 

electrons to the central axis and overlap with the cations. When operating in IMS mode the ECD 

settings were as follows: L1=5.7 V, L2= 5.4 V, L3 = 6.0 V, L4 = 5.7 V, Filament bias (FB) = 0.2 V, 

LM5 = 2.4 V, L6 = -2.4 V and L7 = -7.5 V. The filament current was 2.51 A. All electrodes in the 

ECD cell were connected to the potential of the Synapt transfer cell entrance voltage of 2.6 V. 

(All other Synapt settings were default values for IMS mode). The ECD modification was not 

detrimental to the performance of the standard system as the sensitivity before and after fitting 

the ECD device was approximately the same (data not shown). 
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2.9 Mass Calibration 

 

The calibration of the m/z scale of the Synapt was performed manually from a solution of CsI 

ionised by ESI or via the liquid AP-MALDI source. In ESI, the procedure involves infusing a solution 

Figure 25: (a) Schematic of Synapt G2-Si with inset photo of the ECD cell mounted between the 
ion mobility cell and transfer cell. (b) Schematic of the ECD cell, showing the path of peptide 
ions (red arrows). The cell is comprised of 7 DC lenses including 2 lens elements that are also 
ring magnets that confine the electrons produced from the hot filament. [Adapted with 
permission from J. P. Williams, L. J. Morrison, J. M. Brown, J. S. Beckman, V. G. Voinov and F. 
Lermyte, Top-Down Characterization of Denatured Proteins and Native Protein Complexes 
Using Electron Capture Dissociation Implemented within a Modified Ion Mobility-Mass 
Spectrometer, Anal. Chem., 2020, 92, 3674–3681. American Chemical Society.]102 

(b) 

(a) 
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of CsI at 5 µL/min and accumulating approximately 2 minutes of spectral data over the m/z range 

of interest (typically 100–3000). CsI was dissolved in water: methanol (50:50) (HPLC grade) and 

used without further purification at a concentration of 50 mg/ml. For MALDI, just 0.5 µL of 

analyte solution was added to 0.5 µL of liquid MALDI matrix on target.  

For liquid AP-MALDI 1 µL of the CsI solution was mixed with the liquid matrix on target. CsI is an 

ideal calibration compound for TOF mass spectrometers because the cluster peaks observed 

(CsI)nI+ are well spaced,103 thus providing a sufficient number of data points to enable the 

computer to accurately calculate the polynomial coefficients of the extended TOF equation as 

follows. Equation 12 is a higher-order version of equation 10 used within the software and caters 

for minor deviations from equation 10. 

 

 

m

z
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+ ...+

 

 

During the mass calibration routine utilising the commercial software (MassLynx version 4.2), a 

multiple number (n) of known spectral peaks (m/z)n corresponding to time of flight (Tofn) 

measurements are used to mathematically determine the coefficients A,B,C,D, etc. of an (n-1)th 

order polynomial. Once the coefficients are established, the calibration function can be applied 

to the uncalibrated TOF spectra resulting in a calibrated m/z scale. For peptides, mass accuracy 

can be obtained to approximately 1 ppm (for statistically relevant peaks). Further correction of 

the calibration may be necessary due to long term (hours and/or days) thermal drift of the mass 

spectrometer system and can be applied by using an “internal” lock mass. This is a procedure 

………………….eq 12 
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where a single (or multiple) known mass peak(s) within a spectrum is used to apply a small 

correction to the existing calibration coefficients. 

 

2.10 High-throughput data acquisition  

In order to describe the methods used in Chapter 5 for the ultrahigh-throughput data acquisition 

experiments acquired on Synapt, it is appropriate to briefly describe the functionality of the TOF 

mode,  ion mobility modes and SONAR modes of acquisition. (N.B. the MassLynx software 

modifications for SONAR and modified SONAR for high-throughput acquisition were provided by 

Dr Keith Richardson and are not commercial products supported by Waters at the time of writing). 

Within the TOF acquisition system, the oa-TOF pusher electrode fires at several tens of kHz - the 

rate is arranged to ensure that the ion with the greatest m/z value has been detected before 

firing the next pusher electrode pulse. The acquisition system does not record every spectrum 

separately from each oa-TOF push. If the scan time is set at 1 second, in TOF-only mode (non-ion 

mobility mode) several thousand TOF transients are accumulated into one spectrum for the 

duration of the scan.  

In ion mobility mode, ions are briefly stored in the trap cell and are then electrostatically 

accelerated from the trap cell towards the ion mobility cell where they separate in time according 

to their cross section and charge. The electrostatic acceleration pulse is the start of IMS arrival 

time “clock”. The individual TOF transients from the pusher are labelled with the IMS timed index 

for each ion mobility “bin”. Instead of recording a single mass spectrum as in TOF mode, 200 

separate oa-TOF spectra are recorded. However, only bins of the same index are accumulated. 

In SONAR mode the quadrupole is scanned very quickly. The ion mobility mode capability is 

switched off, in that there is no drift gas admitted into the IMS cell. However, each scan contains 
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200 spectra but from specific m/z windows as determined by the quadrupole scan parameters. 

Each of the 200 spectra generated is from a different quadrupole m/z setting. 

For the ultrahigh-throughput mode, the SONAR mode was modified so that the quadrupole was 

set to operate in RF-only mode, all ions were thus transmitted into the TOF. For a 1 second scan, 

200 separate TOF spectra were generated with an effective acquisition rate of 200 spectra per 

second (ignoring a single 14 ms interscan delay applied for every scan). If the scan duration was 

set at 0.186 seconds (plus the 14 ms interscan delay every scan), the acquisition rate was 1000 

spectra per second. 

In this mode it was fortunate that the IMS “DriftScope” software designed for ion mobility could 

be used to visualise the data in a 3D chromatographic form. The horizontal axis represents scan 

time, and the vertical axis is split into 200 bins for each spectrum stored. The intensity of the heat 

map represents the TIC of each spectrum. Further details are included with the results in Chapter 

5. 
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 Results and discussion: The ion source, its construction, optimisation 

and interfacing to a commercial mass spectrometer 

  

3.1 Initial attempts to generate multiply protonated ions by liquid AP-UV-

MALDI 

Following construction of the ion source as described in the materials and methods section 

the first attempts to observe multiply charged ions from a highly concentrated peptide 

solution (0.5 µL loaded from 100 pmol per µL of substance P) using the CHCA-based liquid 

matrix proved quite unsuccessful with only fleeting glimpses of doubly charged ions. Very 

weak singly charged peaks were sometimes seen, usually when firing the laser at the 

perimeter of the sample spot. In order to observe any ions at all the laser energy had to be 

raised to above 50µJ per shot which was significantly higher than what was reported by 

Cramer et al.,41 such high laser energy per shot made the experiments difficult as the 

sample/matrix droplets were quickly depleted after a few hundred laser shots. However, by 

preparing the matrix and samples as for conventional dried droplet MALDI with CHCA matrix 

more reproducible data were observed for the singly charged peptide ions of substance P (see 

Figure 26). This indicated that the overall system was functioning but not for the generation 

of multiply charged ions from liquid AP-MALDI. It should be noted that these early attempts 

were carried out with a heating element simply wrapped onto thin layer of insulating paste 

on the inlet capillary, so the thermal contact was not ideal. Other parameters such as the laser 

focal position were also not fully optimised. 
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Figure 26: Initial solid-state AP-MALDI mass spectrum of substance P showing predominant 
[M+H]1+ ion at m/z 1347.7.  Loading of 0.5 µL solution (50 pmol) co-crystallised with 0.5 µL 
CHCA matrix (no glycerol added), +3kV on target, 20W applied to heated capillary, zero cone 
gas, laser pulse repetition rate of 10Hz with 50 µJ laser energy per shot, combined signal from 
21 scans at 1 scan per second. 
 

The thermal contact of the heater element to the capillary inlet tube was improved by 

applying more ceramic paste as described above. Operating at more elevated capillary 

temperatures (~220 0C) as measured by the thermocouple embedded in the ceramic paste 

increased the ion signals observed. Several other peptides were prepared and at least for 

[Val5] angiotensin I and the bradykinin standards, the observation of doubly and triply 

charged ions from the liquid MALDI sample became more reproducible (at the time, multiply 

charged ions from substance P were less abundant until further optimisation later in the 

project). The observation of multiply protonated ions was clearly evident from the increase in 

signal observed as the heater was activated and the capillary reached 2200C (see results for 

[Val5]-angiotensin I in Figure 27 with example mass spectrum shown in Figure 28). On further 

optimisation, the persistence of the multiply charged ion signals was of sufficient duration to 

allow the collection of data for up to thirty minutes from a single microliter liquid spot . 
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Figure 27: Liquid AP-MALDI preparation. Mass chromatogram traces for [M+H]1+, [M+2H]2+ 
and [M+3H]3+ ions from [Val5]-angiotensin I as the heater of the inlet capillary was switched 
on at scan 10 and then off at scan 70. The temperature increased to a maximum of 220 0C. 
+3kV on target, 20W applied to heated capillary, zero cone gas, laser pulse repetition rate of 
10Hz with 30 µJ laser energy per shot.  
 

  

 

Figure 28: Example of liquid AP-MALDI mass spectrum of 0.5 µL solution of [Val5]-angiotensin 
I with 0.5 µL CHCA-based liquid matrix showing [M+H]1+, [M+2H]2+ and [M+3H]3+ peaks. 50 
pmol peptide loaded, +3kV on target, 20W applied to heated capillary, temperature of the 
capillary was set close to 220 0C, zero cone gas, laser pulse repetition rate of 10Hz with 30 µJ 
laser energy per shot, combined signal from 10 scans at 1 scan per second (spectral data scans 
60-69, from Figure 27). 
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Once the higher charged ion signals were observed, further fine tuning of the position of the 

laser focus allowed a reduction in the laser energy per shot to approximately 15 µJ, which had 

the benefit of prolonging the sample and allowing further time for other instrument 

parameters to be optimised (such as ensuring that the trap and transfer collision energy were 

low enough (between 1 and 3 V per charge) to prevent fragmentation of the higher charged 

species). More intense and persistent signals of doubly and triply charged ions became 

possible from lower concentrations of peptide solutions and by using the DHB-based liquid 

matrix. However, before further optimisation was carried out experiments to check the laser 

energy per shot were carried out. 

 

3.2 Laser energy verification 

The laser manufacturer’s software readback of the energy per laser pulse was a convenient 

feature within the L-win user interface (Figure 18). In order to verify, the laser pulse energy 

(as emitted directly from the laser head) was independently measured using a calibrated laser 

power meter (Coherent LabMax-TOP). 12 measurements of the pulse energy (mean of 10 

pulses per measurement) were taken across a range of energies (5µJ to 65µJ). It was found 

that L-win software was reading approximately 13% higher than the calibrated laser meter 

(with a standard deviation of 2.7%). The calibrated energy meter specifications also include 

several errors (1.2µJ thermal noise, calibration uncertainty of +/-2% and linearity of +/-3%), 

in addition the L-win measurements were stable to +/- 1µJ (+/- 5% at 20µJ). It was considered 

reasonable to report laser energies in this thesis by dividing the L-win software readback by 

1.13 to account for the fact it was reading 13% high. Furthermore, considering the errors, the 

overall accuracy of the corrected laser energy was better than +/-2µJ at typical values 

between 10 µJ and 30µJ. 
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Another factor to consider was that the pulse energy was measured before the two steering 

mirrors and focusing lens. Measurements taken before and after these lens elements 

suggested a further 23% attenuation before reaching the sample plate. For consistency, 

(unless stated otherwise) laser energies reported in this thesis were at the laser output 

window and not at the sample plate. (Fluence calculations were based on the energy per pulse 

per unit area at the sample plate.) 

For the high-throughput experiments reported in chapter 5, at higher repetition rate settings, 

the laser diode pump current was increased to maintain approximately the same laser energy 

per pulse at each pulse repetition rate.  

 
 

3.3  Multiply charged ion signal versus laser energy 

At this stage of the project the multiply charged signals provided by the liquid AP-MALDI 

source were sufficiently reproducible to be able to measure the ion signal as a function of 

laser pulse energy. Figure 29 depicts the [M+2H]2+ ion signals from a 5 pmol loading of 

bradykinin peptide within (0.5 µL from a 10 pmol / µL sample solution with 0.5 µL DHB-based 

liquid matrix). The vertical axis is a measure of the ion signal intensity (arbitrary units) from 

100 laser shots when summed, i.e. 10 scans at 1 scan per second and a laser pulse repetition 

rate of 10Hz. The optimum pulse energy is just below 20 µJ (and approximately 16 µJ at the 

sample plate when accounting for the optical losses at the two mirrors and the focusing lens).  
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The mean laser fluence for an irradiated spot (defined as the total laser energy incident per 

unit area) is an important experimental parameter in MALDI.104,105 For conventional dried-

droplet MALDI the laser fluence values providing optimised ion generation only span about a 

factor of two to three beyond that of the threshold fluence (defined as the onset of ion 

generation).106 If the laser fluence is too high, secondary processes become dominant with 

increased collisions, charge repulsion and fragmentation leading to significant loss of ion 

signal. The ion signal for conventional MALDI also follows an extremely steep function with 

laser fluence. In contrast, it can be seen from the plot in Figure 29 that the signal versus laser 

energy for liquid AP-MALDI of doubly charged ions is fairly smooth function (almost Gaussian 

in profile) however the range of useful fluence is similar to conventional MALDI. It is also 

interesting to note that the overall fluence values for liquid AP-MALDI is approximately similar 

(or within an order of magnitude) as conventional MALDI, whereas laserspray ionisation 
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Figure 29:Doubly charged [M+2H]2+ ion signals versus laser energy per pulse (µJ) from 5 
pmol loading of bradykinin peptide. Spectral signals were summed for 100 laser pulses 
at each data point. Laser pulse repetition rate was 10Hz. (The pulse energy at the actual 
sample plate was 23% lower than shown.) 
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requires significantly more fluence (approximately 2 orders more) and thus suffers from 

reduced practical performance in respect to high sample consumption through inefficient 

ablation (see Table 2). However, despite the fluence values for liquid AP-MALDI being 

relatively similar in comparison to conventional MALDI, in this project they were still higher 

by approximately a factor of 4. It seems remarkable that the fluence was similar, given the 

many experimental differences (including the matrix itself) that may have contributed to the 

higher value, such as matrix chromophore density, and thus penetration depth, laser 

wavelength, laser pulse duration, laser spot homogeneity or systematic differences in the 

measurement of the laser spot diameter. It is important to note that the conventional MALDI 

matrix chromophore (DHB) that is part of the liquid matrix formulation was definitely required 

to generate ion signals for liquid AP-MALDI, and this aspect together with the fluence range 

similarities were seen as strong evidence that the ionisation process in liquid AP-MALDI has 

some commonality with conventional MALDI. 
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Table 2: Comparison of typical laser fluence values reported in the literature and in this project 
for vacuum MALDI, laserspray ionisation and (liquid) AP-MALDI. 

 Laser spot 
diameter (µm) 

 

 

Typical Fluence (J/m2) 
 

Reference 

Vacuum MALDI 125 100 Hillenkamp104 

Vacuum MALDI 10 1000 Ens107 

Vacuum MALDI 200 200 Ens107 

Laserspray 
ionisation 

NA 40,000 to 210,000 Trimpin108 

AP-MALDI 500 500 Doroshenko 109 

Liquid AP-MALDI 50-100 200 Cramer41 

Liquid AP-MALDI 150 800 This work 

  

 
 

3.4. Signal persistence 

Measurements of signal persistence were carried out by positioning the laser at the centre of 

the MALDI sample droplet. After starting the MS acquisition, the laser was continuously fired 

until the entire droplet was depleted. Initially, data were acquired with the laser energy 

setting at 25µJ (marginally higher than the optimum sensitivity value determined above). 

(Figure 30) Other experimental conditions were as follows: [Val5]-angiotensin I dissolved in 

H2O (10 pm/µL of) ; Matrix: 100 mg/ml DHB in 70:30 (v:v) acetonitrile: water + 60% glycerol 

(with sonication); 0.5 µL of analyte solution mixed with 0.5 µL of liquid matrix on target; Laser 

pulse repetition rate: 10 Hz; ~20W of power were applied to the heater of the capillary (220 

0C); 3kV, applied to sample plate. 

It can be seen from the data in Figure 30 and Figure 31 that the conventional MALDI sweet 

spot problem has been effectively eliminated. This aspect of the technique enhances the 

analytical robustness and repeatability for most, if not all MALDI applications where liquid 

format for matrix/samples can be utilised. (Applications such as MALDI imaging would not 

necessarily benefit since the higher density of pixels would be a problem if the liquid on 
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adjacent pixels mix). As the laser fires and depletes the droplet, the droplet is shrinking. At 

approximately 16.5 minutes in Figure 30 a temporary drop-out in the signals from all charge 

states occurred. This effect was sometimes observed when the remaining liquid droplet was 

almost completely depleted. For complete consumption of the droplet without drop-out, the 

laser would have to be positioned exactly at the centre of the droplet and the droplet would 

have to shrink symmetrically around the laser focus irrespective of any sample plate surface 

irregularities. In this example, the signal recovered briefly as the droplet re-established its 

position at the laser focus. 

 

 

Figure 30: Mass chromatograms collected over 20 minutes from 5 mol of [Val5]-angiotensin I 
for [M+H]+, [M+2H]2+ and [M+3H]3+ molecular ions. Vertical scales are linked for comparison. 
The laser pulse energy was 25 µJ and the sample persisted for approximately 20 minutes before 
complete consumption. 
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Figure 31: Liquid AP-MALDI mass spectra, depicting the longevity and spectral consistency for 
the (M+3H]3+, (M+2H)2+ and (M+H)+ signals from a 5 pmol sample loading of [Val5]-angiotensin 
I in a 1 µL MALDI sample droplet. Top spectrum taken at 1 minute and bottom spectrum after 
20 minutes (same data file as in Figure 30). The laser pulse energy was 25 µJ.  
 

Another ion-yield persistence experiment was carried out following optimisation of the cone 

gas flow within the interface (further details in 3.4.1). For the second example, a different 

peptide was tested (bradykinin), the laser pulse energy was also reduced to 16 µJ in an 

attempt to extend the persistence even further than 22 minutes. The results of the second 

persistence experiment are shown in Figure 32. Both sets of results indicate that the 

persistence of multiply charged ion signals from liquid AP-MALDI ranges from 20 minutes to 

90 minutes for a 1 µL MALDI sample/matrix droplet. The longer duration of greater than 90 

minutes was most likely attributed to the lower laser energy per pulse (16µJ versus 25µJ) as 

in both cases, the droplets were fully depleted irrespective of the peptide used. This 

corresponded to mean sample consumption rates of approximately 11 nL per minute (or 

approximately 18 pL per laser pulse), this was comparable with previous in-vacuum liquid 

MALDI data that showed ~20pL per laser pulse for 2µL matrix/sample droplets (but 1pL per 

laser pulse from 10nL droplets that had been allowed to dry down to smaller volumes).38  
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Figure 32: Mass chromatograms collected over 95 minutes from 1 µL of MALDI sample with 
bradykinin as analyte. (a) [M+H]+ and (b) [M+2H]2+  signals when irradiated at 10 Hz laser pulse 
repetition rate with a laser pulse energy of 16 µJ. 

 
 

Interestingly, the first six minutes of the chromatographic data showed an increasing signal 

for the doubly protonated and a reducing signal for the singly protonated ions. This effect was 

not always observed (see Figure 30) and could be attributed to many factors and further 

experimentation would be required to ascertain the nature of the effect. Initial changes in 

desorbed droplet sizes through subtle changes in sample and matrix droplet constituents 

(possibly via evaporation of volatile components) might have been responsible. Such changes 

in droplet sizes would affect the optimum desolvation for higher charges. Other factors might 

have included temperature stabilisation or surface cleanliness phenomena within the transfer 

capillary affecting the desolvation process. (It should also be noted that similar instabilities 

have also been seen in previous liquid MALDI preparations even in the vacuum regime.38) 

Liquid AP-MALDI data were also acquired from a small protein (Figure 33). Ubiquitin (40 pmol, 

DHB-based matrix). Assuming the ~20 pL desorption volume per laser pulse, each laser pulse 

consumed approximately 1fmol. The top spectrum depicts excellent sensitivity for just 10 
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laser pulses (10 fmol sample consumed). The lower spectrum was the sum of spectra from 

400 laser pulses corresponding to 0.4 pmol consumed. These data, like the multiply 

protonated peptide data illustrate the “ESI like” spectra that are obtained from liquid AP-

MALDI. 

 

 
 

Following the acquisition of this data over long time scales, experiments to increase the laser 

pulse repetition rate were contemplated to increase the ion signal generated per unit time 

from a given MALDI sample droplet. This aspect was explored in Chapter 5 in the context of 

high-throughput sample rates. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 33: Spectra from 40 pmol of bovine ubiquitin (DHB-based liquid matrix). For 20pL 
desorption per laser shot 10 laser pulses consumes approximately 10 fmol (top) and 400 pulses 
consumes 0.4 pmol (bottom). 
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3.4 The effect of gas flow on liquid AP-MALDI ion production 

 

3.4.1 Cone gas flow effect on the signal intensity of multiply protonated peptides 

Previously, it was shown that the temperature of the inlet capillary had a strong effect on the 

signal intensity of multiply protonated ions obtained from liquid AP-MALDI. In this chapter, 

the effects of the gas flow through the capillary are reported and discussed. The nitrogen 

“cone gas” or “curtain gas” that is normally used in ESI to deflect uncharged droplets, matrix 

and neutral molecules away from the entrance into the vacuum region of the ion source was 

left in place during the modifications for the liquid AP-MALDI source. A schematic of the gas 

flow within the system is shown in Figure 34. The primary flow which includes the generated 

MALDI sample plume passes through the 1.0 mm (ID) heated capillary towards the 0.8 mm 

cone aperture where it expands into the low pressure region of the mass spectrometer. The 

cone gas (hashed green line in Figure 34) passes around the outside of the inner cone and 

joins the primary flow of gas (hashed red line in Figure 34) just upstream of the 0.8mm cone 

orifice that normally separates the ambient pressure from the vacuum region. The cone gas 

flow was controlled from an N2 calibrated Bronkhurst mass flow controller (MFC) via the MS 

software. 

 
 

 

0.8 mm orifice 
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Figure 34: Schematic illustrating the path of primary gas flow (red dashed arrows) from the 
MALDI sample plate via the heated 1.0-mm (ID) capillary where it mixes with the cone gas flow 
(green dashed arrows). Mixing occurs upstream of the 0.8-mm orifice of the sample cone prior 
to expansion into the first low-pressure region of the mass spectrometer (typically operating 
at approximately 2 mbar).  
  

Whilst trying to obtain improved ETD performance for liquid AP-MALDI ions (see Chapter 4), 

experiments involving the use of cone gas were carried out. It was noticed that by increasing 

the flow of cone gas, there was an increase in the ion abundance for the multiply protonated 

peptides. Further investigations into this effect were carried out. Figure 35 shows the mass 

chromatograms of [M+H]+, [M+2H]2+ and [M+3H]3 ions from a 5-pmol loading of substance P. 

Experimental parameters were the same as previously described in the signal persistence 

experiments above. However, during the course of the acquisition the cone gas was linearly 

increased from 0 to 150 L/h (using the WRENS script in the appendix). It can be seen from the 

data that the triply charged ions have an optimum cone gas flow at approximately 70 L/h, the 

doubly charged optimum was at 120 L/h and the singly charged at approximately 140 L/h. 
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Figure 35: Liquid AP-MALDI mass chromatograms for the different charge states of protonated 
substance P, [M+H]+, [M+2H]2+ and [M+3H]3+, as a function of the cone gas flow which was 
increased over the course of the acquisition. 

 
 

An example of the spectra for 140 L/h versus no cone gas flow are shown in Figure 36. With 

the cone gas applied, the abundance of the doubly charged ion signal from substance P has 

increased almost by a factor of 40 compared with no cone gas.  

A thermocouple was placed within the capillary and it was noted that the temperature 

increased significantly from 220 0C to beyond 500 0C as the cone gas was increased. This would 

be expected as the reduced flow of primary gas through the capillary would have significantly 

lowered the cooling effect on the capillary walls and heater element. (For very high cone gas 

flows (beyond approximately 200 L/h) it was interesting to see that the liquid sample/matrix 

droplets on the target plate were evaporated by a reversed flow of hot cone gas towards the 

sample plate.) 
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Figure 36:Liquid AP-MALDI mass spectra of substance P comparing the effect of 140 L/h cone 
gas flow (top) versus no cone gas (bottom) on the abundance of the [M+2H]2+ and [M+H]+ 
molecular ions. The cone gas flow at 140 L/h increased the abundance of the [M+2H]2+ signal 
up to 40 times. 
 

Within the same data set, the mass chromatograms of the sodium-adducted ions are shown 

in Figure 37. The optimum cone gas flow for transmission of the [M+H+Na]2+ and the 

[M+2H+Na]3+ was similar to the non sodiated species. 
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Figure 37: Liquid AP-MALDI mass chromatograms for the molecular substance P ions 
[M+H+Na]2+ and [M+2H+Na]3+ as a function of the cone gas flow which was increased over the 
course of the acquisition. 

 
 

At the elevated cone gas settings, and thus higher interface temperatures, additional singly 

charged ion peaks appeared in the spectra. These were identified as fragment ions, they were 

matched and annotated as y type ions that would be typically observed by CID, surface 

induced dissociation (SID) and/or thermal decomposition (see Figure 38). The y-type fragment 

ions also included a single sodium adduct. Interestingly, their chromatographic profile closely 

matched the singly protonated molecular ion with respect to the optimum cone gas setting 

(see Figure 39). One explanation is that these ions became sodiated after fragmentation of 

the singly protonated ion. In addition, another effect of the cone gas is that the speed of the 

primary gas is slowed, possibly allowing more time for fragmentation, desolvation and adduct 

formation.  
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Figure 38:Liquid AP-MALDI mass spectrum. All of the y type product ions include an additional 
sodium (annotated using BioLynx software) from thermal dissociation within the heated 
transfer capillary for substance P with a cone gas flow of 140 L/h. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39: Liquid AP-MALDI mass chromatograms for the protonated molecular substance P 
ion [M+H]+ compared with the singly charged sodiated fragment ions [y10’ + Na] and [y9’ + 
Na) at elevated cone gas flow settings.  
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3.4.2 Gas flow and desolvation time scale 

In order to estimate the transit time of droplets within the heated capillary, it was necessary 

to know the flow rate of the primary gas. A simple experiment to measure the flow was 

devised in which the input of the heated capillary was blocked using a gas chromatography 

(GC) septum (Restek, UK). After blocking the flow of primary gas, the pressure in the first 

pumped region of the ion source dropped to 2x10-2 mbar from its normal value of 2.4 mbar 

(when cold at room temperature). The cone gas flow was then increased in steps of 50 L/h 

whilst the pressure in the source was measured, results were plotted (see Figure 40) and the 

curve was approximated with a polynomial fit (2nd order). From the curve, it was possible to 

calculate the approximate flow of primary gas into the ion source vacuum (assuming minimal 

differences between air and N2). 

In Figure 40, line A (2.14 mbar) represents the measured source pressure with the capillary 

unblocked at 220 0C. To obtain the same pressure using the cone gas with the capillary blocked 

required 135 L/h (37 cc/sec).  

Line B (2.4mbar) represents the measured source pressure with the capillary unblocked at 20 

0C. To obtain the same pressure using the cone gas with the capillary blocked required 156 

L/h (43 cc/sec). 

Line C (2.6mbar) represents the measured source pressure with the capillary removed, i.e. 

only the 0.8-mm inner cone aperture restriction, at 20 0C. To obtain the same pressure using 

the cone gas with the capillary blocked required 173 L/h (48 cc/sec). It appears from these 

measurements that the capillary itself only restricts the flow of gas by an extra 17 L/h (5 

cc/sec), thus confirming that the 0.8-mm cone orifice is the main restriction in the gas flow 

path. 
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Figure 40: The curve shows the cone gas flow rate (L/h) versus source pressure (mbar) with the 
capillary blocked at the input end. From the curve equation (inset) it was possible to estimate 
the gas flow rate into the capillary at 135 L/h when unblocked, based on a source pressure of 
2.14 mbar (line A) when the capillary was at 220 0C. Line B represents the source pressure 
when the capillary was unblocked and at room temperature, and line C represents the source 
pressure at room temperature when the capillary was removed. 
 
 

Droplet desolvation, usually associated with ESI, is the process whereby the solvents, within 

the charged droplets emanating from the emitter are depleted through heating within the gas 

they are entrained. The aim of desolvation is to dry the droplets to bare gas phase ions. The 

drying down of droplets causes an increase in the concentration of salts and other impurities 

in the sample resulting in cationisation of analyte as well as the addition of non-covalently 

bound water, other molecules, and salt ions. Also, once the gas phase ions are relatively free 

of solvent, non-covalently attached solvent adducts can be further removed through 

supplementary electrostatic acceleration which causes ions to collide with the neutral gases 

thereby increasing their internal energy and propensity for decomposition.110,111 As 

mentioned, sufficient solvent depletion is required to obtain ions via protonation or 
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deprotonation. This must be achieved early enough in the mass spectrometer system to 

ensure that the electric fields for ion manipulation become effective. If there is insufficient 

desolvation the analytes will be heavily adducted with solvent molecules (“wet”)112 leading to 

reduced analyte ion detection. The residence time of the ESI droplet whilst exposed to the 

heat in the source gases (and possibly direct interactions with the inlet surfaces) during 

evaporation is an important factor in the generation of multiply charged ions. With liquid 

MALDI, it is also anticipated that droplets of liquid matrix and analyte are generated in the 

desorption process, and it appears from the cone gas experiment that appropriate desolvation 

is required to generate increased abundance of multiply charged ions. However, the 

constituents of the liquid-phase droplets, as well as the surface tension of any droplets might 

require a more powerful desolvation regime to ESI.  

Unlike the commercial ESI “Z-spray” ion source, the cone gas in the experimental set-up is 

sealed at the junction with the inlet capillary. Therefore, increasing the flow of cone gas causes 

a corresponding decrease in the flow of the primary inlet carrier gas carrying the desorbed 

droplets and ions. The mean velocity of the gas reduces, this in turn increases the temperature 

of the primary gas through increased heat transfer from the capillary walls. This also results 

in an increased transit time for desolvation to occur and the increased abundance of triply 

and doubly charged ions (Figure 35).  This observation partially agrees with a publication by 

Fenn, in which he describes the higher charges appear after longer evaporation times and are 

more likely to be present with more effective desolvation. 113 However, as the cone gas was 

further increased there was a decrease in their abundance at which point more singly charged 

ions (and their sodiated fragments appeared). This could also be an indication that the 

multiply protonated species started to lose their protons through thermal dissociation. 

The droplet lifetime during evaporation should be less than the transit time, the lifetime is 

known to be proportional to the square of the droplet diameter (approximately). 114 It has 
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been observed previously that glycerol droplet diameters increase with the laser fluence 115, 

therefore requiring greater desolvation (more cone gas), further experimentation would be 

needed to explore this concept.  

With no cone gas flow, the mean gas velocity of the primary flow through the capillary is the 

volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area. The measured flow rate was 134 L/h 

(or 37cc/sec) and the area was 0.00785 cm2. Therefore, the gas velocity in the capillary was 

approximately 47 ms-1. Given the length of the capillary, this equates to a mean transit time 

in the capillary of approximately 1.3 milliseconds. By increasing the cone gas flow, the transit 

time could be significantly increased above this value, thus allowing for more desolvation and 

hotter primary gas as required. For example, with 100L/hr cone gas the transit time would the 

primary gas flow speed reduces to 34 L/h. (i.e. about a factor 4 times slower) thus increasing 

the transit time by a factor 4 to ~ 5 ms.  

Another consideration is the flow regime. The characteristic quantity defining the viscous flow 

state is the dimensionless Reynolds number Re. Turbulent flow occurs when Re is above 4000, 

whereas below 2400, laminar flow will occur. The Reynolds number is calculated in a circular 

pipe for air at 20 0C in equation 13 116. 

Re = 261.5 ∙ Q π ∙ D⁄ ………………………………………………… . . ………… . . . 𝑒𝑞. 13  

Where Q is the volumetric flow in mbar litre s-1, and D is the inner diameter in mm. For the 

geometry presently in use, the measured primary gas flow rate was 135 L/hr (or 37 cc /s) and 

Re was ~ 3100. This indicates that without additional cone gas the flow is turbulent. By 

providing additional cone gas at levels for optimum generation of doubly or triply charged 

ions the flow regime becomes laminar. A laminar flow would involve a radial and axial 

distribution in temperature 117 within the inlet possibly causing a range of desolvation effects.  
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3.6 Calibration of the time of flight mass scale 

An example of a CsI mass spectrum used for calibration is shown in Figure 41. The liquid AP-

MALDI source was used to generate ion signals from CsI clusters over the mass range of 

interest. One µL of CsI solution was mixed on target with one µL of DHB-based liquid matrix 

solution. The laser was operated at 200 Hz and spectral data were accumulated for 

approximately 3 minutes. 

 

  

 

For the data shown in Figure 41, the system was in IMS mode and the ECD filament was in use 

(ready for an ECD experiment – see Chapter 4) but with a low current setting of 1.0 A. Despite 

some chemical interferences from the filament at lower m/z a confident calibration was 

achieved with residuals being approximately 1.3 ppm over the mass range from 100 to 4000 

Th see Figure 42. 

 

Figure 41: Liquid AP-MALDI mass spectrum of CsI used for mass scale calibration. 
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Figure 42: Calibration example in which a third-order polynomial function was fitted. Peaks 
were manually selected. The top spectrum was the acquired data, the middle spectrum was 
the reference file and the lower graph the residual errors after applying the calibration. A 
residual number of 1.31 ppm for this data represented the root mean square of the m/z 
differences between the observed data and the calibrated data after the calibration function 
was applied.  
 
 

Although other standard compounds are often used for calibration, the use of CsI by this 

method provided sufficient abundance of ions within each spectral peak to generate a robust 

calibration function. The use of alkali halide clusters, such as CsI clusters, provides a relatively 

simple mass spectrum to match as there are no C13 isotopes to be concerned with in terms of 

erroneous peak determination and centroiding. It is also interesting to note that previous 

work with conventional dried-droplet crystalline MALDI reported that CsI was difficult to 

ionise over a wide mass range.118 As such these calibration data suggest that ESI like ionisation 

is occurring, which also tends to generate predominantly singly charged ions from such 

compounds. 
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3.7 Use of ion mobility filtering to enhance the signal:noise of higher charge 

state ions 

Ions generated by liquid AP-MALDI were separated by their mobility as they were propelled 

through the ion mobility cell of the Synapt. The Driftscope plot shown in Figure 43 is an 

example of an ion intensity “heat map”, the x-axis represents the ion mobility drift time in 

milliseconds and the y-axis represents the m/z of the ions. It can be seen from the heat map 

that there are bands of ions for different charge states. The software allows the selection of 

regions of drift time. Once selected the data was reconstructed as a filtered spectrum. By 

selecting the band of IMS data corresponding to the desired charge state (for example 3+ ions), 

the singly charged chemical background ions were removed. Filtering by ion mobility 

significantly enhances the signal-to-noise ratio, providing a much lower limit of detection for 

the multiply charged ions of interest. Figure 44 illustrates the filtering effect. Figure 44(a) is 

the unfiltered spectrum as would have been obtained without ion mobility. Figure 44(b) is the 

spectrum obtained when only the singly charged band of ions as seen in Figure 43 are selected.  

Figure 44(c) shows the spectrum obtained when reconstructing the doubly charged mobility 

section. Similarly, Figure 44(d) shows the spectrum for the mobility filtered triply charged ions.   
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Figure 43: Example of a heat map plot depicting ion intensities for drift time and m/z. The data 
were acquired from a 5-pmol loading of [Val5]-angiotensin I with the CHCA-based liquid 
matrix. The laser pulse repetition rate was 20 Hz and the laser energy per pulse was 18 µJ. 
 

  
 
Figure 44: By filtering the data shown in Figure 43 for the bands of different charge states, the 
spectral peaks for each charge state are enhanced. a) is the full spectrum with no drift time 
filtering, b) is the spectrum for a singly-charged band of ions, c) is the spectrum for the doubly 
charged band of ions and d) is the spectrum for the triply charged band of ions. 
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A similar experiment was carried out using bradykinin, however only 1 pmol was loaded. 

Figure 45 depicts a clear enhancement of the triply protonated molecular ion when drift time 

filtering was employed. The data were acquired for 3 minutes using a laser pulse repetition 

rate of 20 Hz.  

 
 
Figure 45 :Liquid AP-MALDI mass spectra of bradykinin a) without and b) with drift time 
filtering. 1 pmol of bradykinin was loaded. After removal of singly charged ions from the 
spectrum, the [M+3H]3ions were significantly enhanced. 

 
Figure 46 shows the spectra of bradykinin with and without IMS filtering where the 2+ ions 

have been selected. The signal:noise ratio was also significantly enhanced to >500:1. 

The data shown in Figure 46 were acquired and summed for 3 minutes using a 20Hz laser 

repetition rate. As an estimate, the sample consumed was less than an order of magnitude of 

the full MALDI sample droplet. i.e. less than 100 fmol of bradykinin were consumed producing 

the signal:noise ratio of >500:1. 
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Figure 46: The [M+2H]2+ ion signals of bradykinin were enhanced by removing both the [M+H]+ 
ion signal and the [M+3H]3+ ion signal from the spectra by drift time filtering, a) is the spectrum 
without and b) with drift time filtering. The signal:noise was enhanced to approximately 500:1 
from the 1 pmol sample of bradykinin. These data were acquired over 3 minutes.  

 

For comparison, the commercial MALDI Synapt G2-Si119 with conventional crystalline MALDI 

(at an intermediate pressure of 2 mbar) has a signal:noise ratio specification of 90:1 for a 10 

fmol sample loading of Glu-fibrinopeptide, the noise in such experiments originates from 

chemical background ions. Although this is not the same peptide as was used here, it would 

indicate that the sensitivity of the liquid AP-MALDI ionisation (with ion mobility drift time 

filtering) is approaching a similar level of sensitivity (signal:noise ratio) to the commercial 

MALDI product, but with the added advantage of being able to generate multiply protonated 

ions for improved MS/MS and with the convenience and simplicity of operating from ambient 

pressure
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 Results and discussion: Tandem mass spectrometry of multiply 

protonated MALDI ions 

 

4.1 Electron transfer dissociation (ETD) of liquid AP-MALDI peptide ions 

Initial attempts to obtain MS/MS data of peptides from liquid AP-MALDI by ETD generated 

poor signal-to-noise ratio data with charge-reduced precursor ions rather than informative 

product ions (as would have been expected from ESI). It became apparent that the ETD 

reagent anion from p-nitrotoluene from the glow discharge source was very low in abundance 

compared to the required level. Furthermore, for effective ETD it is necessary to use an 

reagent anion that is a radical species with low electron affinity so that the electron is more 

freely available to transfer to the cation analyte.120 Inspection of the glow discharge reagent 

spectra revealed that an intense even-electron anion at m/z 136 [M-H]- was being produced 

and that it was more intense than the required reagent anion at m/z 137. Some of the 

interfering anions were being allowed through into the ETD reaction cell (trap cell) by the 

quadrupole even though the quadrupole was set for m/z 137. The generation of this anion is 

detrimental to the ETD reaction as the even-electron anion is more likely to extract a proton 

from the analyte cation than donate an electron to it. Proton transfer in this context, simply 

reduces the charge of the analyte without fragmentation.121 In previous work carried out 

during the development of the commercial ETD system within Waters, it was observed that 

the diminished radical signal [M].- as well as the increased [M-H]- non-radical signal appeared 

to correlate with air influx into the glow discharge source via the sample cone. Presumably 

reactions with ambient water vapor and/or oxygen were occurring in this region (data not 

shown). The detrimental effect is now eliminated on the commercial ETD product by increased 
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purging of the ESI source inlet housing with dry nitrogen. Unfortunately, the AP-MALDI 

configuration did not lend itself easily to having an external cover to avoid the intake of 

ambient air past the glow discharge region. With the liquid AP-MALDI source, experiments 

were undertaken to ascertain the effect of the cone gas on the generation of the reagent 

radical. This experiment also ultimately led to the enhancement of liquid AP-MALDI-generated 

doubly and triply charged ions as their abundance increased with the cone gas flow. This 

aspect was detailed in the third chapter. 

 

Figure 47 depicts the effect of the cone gas flow on the relative abundance of the radical (m/z 

137) and even-electron (m/z 136) anions from p-nitrotoluene, using negative ion mode and 

the glow discharge ionisation source. In this experiment, the nitrogen cone gas was increased 

by 10 L/h every 5 scans (1 second scans). Ultimately, at 200 L/h the radical anion was extremely 

intense and dominated the even-electron species. Having found an optimum level for the 

generation of the radical species from the glow discharge source, attempts to observe the 

higher charge states from liquid AP-MALDI were repeated. As detailed above, the use of cone 

gas provided a significant enhancement in the sensitivity of the doubly and triply charged ions. 

Figure 48 (top) shows the glow discharge mass spectrum when acquired with no cone gas, 

showing dominant even-electron reagent anion peak at m/z 136.1 (loss of hydrogen). The 

bottom mass spectrum was acquired with 100 L/h cone gas, showing dominant radical reagent 

anion at m/z 137.1. 
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Figure 48: Glow discharge-generated anions. Top mass spectrum was acquired with no cone 
gas, showing dominant even-electron reagent anion peak at m/z 136.1 (loss of hydrogen). 
Bottom mass spectrum was acquired with 100 L/h cone gas, showing dominant radical reagent 
anion at m/z 137.1.  
 

 

 
Figure 47: Mass chromatograms of glow discharge anions at m/z 136 (even-electron species) 
and m/z 137 (radical) from p-nitrotoluene. The cone gas flow was automatically increased 
by 10 L/h every 5th scan using a WRENS script (example shown in the appendix). 
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Once the reagent anion abundance was increased using a cone gas setting of ~100 L/h (>106 

ion counts per second) ETD fragmentation spectra could be more easily obtained with the 

characteristic c and z ions being generated. Figure 49 shows an ETD MS/MS spectrum from 

the [M+3H]3+ precursor ion of [Val5]-angiotensin I generated by liquid AP-MALDI (15 pmol, 

CHCA-based liquid matrix) with 200 scans summed. The ETD product ions were annotated 

using the BioLynx software within MassLynx. 

Despite obtaining the ETD MS/MS spectrum shown in Figure 49, the reagent ion generation 

continued to be problematic and the optimum cone voltage that was required to suppress the 

even-electron reagent anion changed from day to day, which in turn affected the abundance 

of higher-charged species from the liquid AP-MALDI source. 

Previously ETD has been performed on multiply protonated ions generated by Laserspray,42 

however the laser fluence values reported for the Laserspray technique are very high 

compared to liquid AP-MALDI. Further development of the liquid AP-MALDI-ETD technique 

presented here would seem beneficial in order to take advantage of the more efficient sample 

desorption regime. Further work to isolate the ion source region from ambient air with a 

purged atmosphere of inert gas should be beneficial in providing a more stable anion reagent 

current from the glow discharge source. 
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Figure 49: ETD MS/MS spectrum of the [M+3H]3+ precursor ion of [Val5]-angiotensin I 
generated by liquid AP-MALDI (using the CHCA-based liquid matrix) with 200 scans summed. 
The characteristic c and z ions are annotated. 

 
 

For comparison to the ETD data, a CID spectrum was acquired from the same triply protonated 

precursor ion of [Val5]-angiotensin I (using the same CHCA-based liquid matrix). The 

characteristic b and y type ions were observed in the spectrum (see Figure 50). 
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Figure 50: CID MS/MS spectrum of the [M+3H]3+ precursor ion of [Val5]-angiotensin I 
generated by liquid AP-MALDI (using the CHCA-based liquid matrix) with 70 scans summed. 
The characteristic b and y fragment ions are annotated.  
 

In summary, for ETD, the cone gas improved the radical reagent ion signal, thus allowing more 

effective ETD to be recorded from liquid AP-MALDI samples. However, optimal conditions 

changed from day to day probably because of changes in the ambient air. Further 

development to isolate the ion source from ambient air would be beneficial.  

 
 
 

4.2 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) of liquid AP-MALDI peptide ions 

One of the drawbacks of the ETD arrangement on the Synapt is that it is only feasible to carry 

out the ETD reaction before the ion mobility cell because the ion-ion reactions occur over 

several tens of milliseconds which is incompatible with IMS separation times. Recent 

developments with a filament-based in-vacuum ECD device suggested that the time scales 

required for the ECD reaction are only a few microseconds.102 ECD therefore provides the 

possibility to perform ECD post IMS and “on the fly” whilst retaining IMS separation. Given the 
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potential simplicity of the new ECD device, research focus shifted from ETD-IMS to IMS-ECD 

for the liquid AP-MALDI source. Substance P (25 pmol, DHB-based liquid matrix) was analysed, 

using the quadrupole in RF-only mode. Ions were allowed to separate in the ion mobility cell 

and afterwards, were exposed to electrons from the filament of the prototype ECD cell. The 

heat map of the IMS-ECD data is shown in Figure 51. The band of ions within the region A were 

singly charged ions that were produced within the ion source or were possibly generated in 

the trap cell (despite the collision energy being set at a low level of 2 V per charge). Many of 

the singly charged ions would have been neutralised by the electrons within the ECD cell so 

the ions in A are the remaining ions that did not interact with the electrons. The region B 

depicts the doubly charged ions that were generated in the ion source. Within band B is an 

intense doubly charged ion at [M+2H]2+ labelled C at m/z 674.4. Region D, being vertical, has 

the same drift time as the ion at C and these ions are singly and doubly charged product ions 

from the ECD process. The data also include a set of ions (E) that appear to originate directly 

from the ECD cell as they are present at all drift times.  
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Figure 51. Heat map data from liquid AP-MALDI ion mobility with ECD cell active. The amount 
of substance P loaded was 25 pmol in a 1-µL MALDI sample droplet. The quadrupole was 
operating in RF-only mode, the laser pulse repetition rate was 200 Hz. In region A are the singly 
charged ion signals and in region B are the signals of the doubly charged ions (separated by 
mobility). The doubly charged [M+2H]2+ ion at m/z 674.4 (labelled C), was the most intense ion 
and produced a vertical band of ECD product ions (region D). In addition, several lines of ions 
which were not separated by IMS can be observed (E), see Figure 52. 
 

Further analysis revealed that the E ions originated directly from the rhenium filament as their 

m/z values matched within 0.2 mDa and had isotope abundances within 10% of the theoretical 

values of the natural rhenium isotope distribution. The obtained mass spectrum of the 

rhenium ions is shown in Figure 52. Furthermore, these ions were only detected when the ECD 

filament was switched on. Fortunately, their m/z values are quite low and did not interfere 

with the product ion data.  
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Figure 52: Selection of the lower m/z region, displaying ions that were not separated by ion 
mobility, revealed that they originated from the rhenium filament of the ECD cell. The m/z 
values of 184.95 and m/z 186.96 matched the theoretical m/z values within 0.2 mDa. 
Furthermore, their isotope abundances were within 10% of the theoretical natural isotope 
distribution of rhenium. 

 
 

Figure 53 displays a mass spectrum for the ions from band D of Figure 51. Several c and z type 

ECD product ions can be seen. However, due to the overlapping drift times for ions of singly 

and doubly charged origin, all the ions observed in the product ion spectra cannot be directly 

attributed to the particular [M+2H]2+ precursor of substance P as would have been expected 

in a true MS/MS experiment in which the quadrupole selects the precursor. To simplify the 

experiment, and improve the ECD data, the quadrupole was set to select the [M+2H]2+ ions 

from substance P (true MS/MS). The quality of the ECD product ion data was substantially 

improved as can be seen in the spectrum of Figure 54. 
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Figure 53: Mass spectrum of the extracted mobility range of band D from Figure 51. Several c’’ 
ions were observed indicating that ECD of the liquid AP-MALDI ions was occurring. However, 
in addition, interferences from other ions that had the same drift time are seen in the spectrum. 

 

 
 
Figure 54: ECD MS/MS data of the quadrupole-selected [M+2H]2+ substance P ion at m/z 674.4. 
After passing through the ion mobility cell these precursor ions were subject to ECD. The 
experimental difference between this figure and Figure 53 was that the quadrupole was used 
to select the precursor ion which removed many of the interfering ions. 
 
It was observed that the efficiency of the ECD reaction would change significantly when the 

filament bias voltage was changed. The efficiency was not fully quantified in these 
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experiments as further carefully controlled experiments were required (and it was not the 

focus of this thesis). However, as an approximation for the [M+2H]2+ ions of substance P (by 

ESI or MALDI), the sum of the fragment ion intensities divided by the precursor ion intensity 

was typically 5%. However, some tuning parameters were quite critical in terms of their effect 

on efficiency (for example, filament bias - see Figure 55). It was also observed that when the 

ECD fragments were most efficiently generated, there was some slight tailing of the precursor 

and product ion drift times suggesting that the ions were being slowed during their trajectories 

through the ECD device. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 55: Liquid AP-MALDI MS/MS spectrum of substance P after selection of the [M+2H]2+ 

ion at m/z 674.4 followed by IMS then ECD. The top spectrum was acquired with the ECD cell 
filament bias at 0.2 V whereas the lower spectrum was with the bias at 1.0 V. The sum of 60 
scans was used for each spectrum. For comparison, 100% ion signal intensity is based on the 
signal intensity of the [M+2H]2+ precursor ion in the top spectrum. 
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4.3 Comparison of ESI with liquid AP-MALDI with respect to ECD and CID of 

peptide ions 

Both post-IMS ECD and pre-IMS CID product ion data for several peptides were recorded from 

both ESI and liquid AP-MALDI sources. The quadrupole was programmed to select the 

[M+2H]2+ precursor ions for substance P and bradykinin and the [M+H+Na]2+ sodium adduct 

ion for [Val5] Angiotensin 1. Peptide sample loadings were 25 pmol in a 1-µL sample droplet 

for liquid AP-MALDI (using the DHB-based liquid matrix). The laser pulse repetition rate was 

set at either 200 Hz or 400 Hz and approximately 3 minutes of spectra were accumulated. Drift 

time filtering was applied to select the parent and product ions and a cone gas flow of 140 L/h 

was employed in ECD mode. In ESI, default tuning settings were applied, and the infusion flow 

rate was 5 µL/min using a 2.5pmol/µL analyte solution. Approximately 1 minute of spectral 

data were accumulated. 

 

4.3.1 ECD MS/MS data from ESI and liquid AP-MALDI ions 

Figure 56, Figure 57 and Figure 58 display the post-IM ECD MS/MS spectra for ESI (top spectra) 

and liquid AP-MALDI (bottom spectra). 
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Figure 56: IMS-ECD-TOF MS/MS spectra of the substance P [M+2H]2+ ion by ESI (top) and liquid 
AP-MALDI (bottom). 
 

 

 
 
Figure 57: IMS-ECD-TOF MS/MS spectra of the bradykinin [M+2H]2+ ion by ESI (top) and liquid 
AP-MALDI (bottom). 
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Figure 58:  IMS-ECD-TOF MS/MS spectra of the [Val5] angiotensin [M+H+Na]2+ ion by ESI (top) 
and liquid AP-MALDI (bottom). 
 

 
For each spectrum, magnification factors were applied to similar m/z regions so that the 

overall distribution of product ions can be easily compared. Although there were differences 

in magnification factors between ESI-ECD and liquid AP-MALDI-ECD these differences were 

related to detector saturation of the precursor ions when using ESI as well as sub-optimal 

tuning of the ECD device. (N.B. the ECD device was a research prototype and further 

development is underway to develop an autotune algorithm). From the data, it appears that 

the type of c’’ or z’ ECD product ions and their relative abundance were remarkably similar 

between ESI and liquid AP-MALDI generated ions.  

Overall, it can be noted that there is virtually no qualitative difference between ESI-ECD 

MS/MS and liquid AP-MALDI-ECD MS/MS, indicating that no memory effect with respect to 

ion formation is evident. 
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4.3.2 CID MS/MS data from ESI and liquid AP-MALDI ions 

For the CID experiments, the trap collision energy was manually adjusted in order to produce 

a balance of CID fragments across the m/z range. Figure 59, Figure 60 and Figure 61 display 

the pre-IM CID MS/MS spectra for ESI (top spectra) and liquid AP-MALDI (bottom spectra). 

 

 
 
Figure 59: CID-IMS-TOF MS/MS spectra of the substance P [M+2H]2+ ion by ESI (top) and liquid 
AP-MALDI (bottom). A trap collision energy of 27 V was applied. 
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Figure 60: CID-IMS-TOF MS/MS spectra of the bradykinin [M+2H]2+ ion by ESI (top) and liquid 
AP-MALDI (bottom). In both cases a trap collision energy of 20 V was applied. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 61: CID-IMS-TOF MS/MS spectra of the [Val5] angiotensin [M+H+Na]2+ ion by ESI (top) 
and liquid AP-MALDI (bottom). In both cases a trap collision energy of 20 V was applied. 
 
 

Just like the ECD data above, the type of b or y’’ CID product ions and relative abundance were 

very similar between ESI and liquid AP-MALDI-generated ions. As in the ECD spectra, the 
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magnification factors for the fragment ions within the spectra are generally higher for the 

liquid AP-MALDI spectra compared with the ESI spectra. Again, this was attributed to detector 

saturation effects which caused the ESI MS/MS fragmentation to appear more efficient. (i.e. 

the intensity of the precursor ions were not underrepresented in comparison to the fragment 

ion intensities). Overall, the fragmentation data obtained by both ECD and CID suggests that 

the liquid AP-MALDI ion source may be used as an alternative to ESI for MS/MS analyses of 

peptides. 

Although not described above, the acquisition of ECD data from higher charged peptides 

presented some difficulties in that the ECD spectra were often “polluted” with CID fragment 

ions due to inadvertent collisional activation (with the argon collision gas from the transfer 

cell) whilst ions were leaving the ECD cell.  To mitigate this, helium buffer gas (rather than 

argon) within the transfer cell to reduce the centre of mass collision energy should be 

beneficial.  

The data presented in this thesis is not the first report of ECD of MALDI generated ions, as 

previously, Frankevich122 showed that a sufficient quantity of multiply charged ions could be 

generated from an electron-free PEEK substrate to provide an ECD spectrum. However, the 

experiment was performed with an FTICR mass spectrometer and required 3 seconds of 

electron irradiation. In this thesis, the combined experiment of liquid AP-MALDI-IMS-ECD-TOF 

has been demonstrated (for the first time) and was fast enough to generate fragmentation 

data “on the fly” after ion mobility. Although the efficiency of the ECD fragmentation data is 

low (~5 percent) further optimisation and development of the cell is likely.
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 The potential of liquid AP-MALDI for ultra-high throughput sample 

acquisition rates 

 

5.1 Effect of laser pulse repetition rate on the generation of liquid AP-MALDI 

ion signals 

It was shown in chapter 3 that there was an optimum laser pulse energy producing the highest 

ion signal per pulse. For high sample throughput, the laser repetition rate needs to be 

increased whilst maintaining this optimum laser pulse energy to obtain the maximum 

sensitivity per sample. However,  if the concentration of analyte is low, the number of laser 

pulses per sample will also need to be increased to obtain adequate signals, potentially 

reducing the sample throughput rate. For such applications it might be necessary to 

completely deplete the sample droplet to record as many analyte ions as possible before 

moving to the next sample. 

Liquid AP-MALDI MS experiments were carried out to characterise the effects on performance 

when operating the laser at higher pulse repetition rates (up to 5kHz). For simplicity, these 

experiments were carried out on the same sample droplet without the added complexity of 

moving the sample plate.  Figure 62 shows the mass chromatogram for the [M+2H]2+ ion signal 

from bradykinin at increasing laser pulse repetition rates of up to 1 kHz. The data were 

acquired from a 1 µL MALDI sample droplet using the DHB-based liquid matrix (5 pmol total 

loading of bradykinin). The laser energy was set at 17 µJ per shot and the laser diode current 

was manually increased for the rates above 300 Hz to ensure that the energy per laser pulse 

remained constant throughout the experiment. It can be seen from the chromatogram that 
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the ion signal per unit time increased linearly with the pulse repetition rate. To further 

illustrate this relationship, at each laser pulse repetition rate setting, 20 seconds of spectra 

were summed and the intensity of the [M+2H]2+ ion was plotted against the laser pulse 

repetition rate (see Figure 63). A straight line fit of ion signal per unit time versus laser pulse 

repetition rate had an R2 fit of 0.9919. (Error bars were approximated at +/-15% based on the 

signal variation of the mass chromatogram in Figure 62.) 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 62: Mass chromatogram for the [M+2H]2+ bradykinin ion signal for increasing laser pulse 
repetition rates between 10Hz to 1kHz from a 1 µL sample droplet. 
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Figure 63: [M+2H]2+ bradykinin ion signal per unit time (arbitrary units) as a function of laser 
pulse repetition rate up to 1kHz (at 16 µJ per shot). For each data point 20 seconds of data 
were summed. Data were obtained from Figure 62. A linear fit had an R2 value of 0.9919 
 

For a bradykinin loading of 5pmol, Figure 64 shows a comparison of the combined ion signal 

from 1000 successive laser pulses obtained with laser pulse repetition rates of 10 Hz, 100 Hz 

and 1 kHz. The vertical scales for each of the three spectra were the same and there were no 

apparent differences in the signal and noise levels at these differing rates. 

Unfortunately, systematic measurements above 1kHz, for more than a few minutes, were less 

practical due to the higher sample consumption rate. To avoid the excessive depletion limiting 

the measurements, larger matrix/sample volumes (~10 µL) were loaded (with the same 

analyte concentration). 
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Figure 64: Bradykinin mass spectra acquired at different pulse repetition rates. The ion signal 
from 1000 successive laser pulses for each spectrum. In the top spectrum - 100 scans were 
summed when running at 10Hz laser pulse repetition rate. In the middle spectrum - 10 scans 
summed when running at 100Hz and in the bottom spectrum a single scan is displayed when 
running at 1kHz. The vertical scales for each spectrum were the same indicating very similar 
counts for the base peak for each repetition rate. (The same raw data as used as in Figure 62 
and Figure 63.) 
 

Figure 65 shows the mass chromatogram signals of the [M+2H]2+ bradykinin ion as the laser 

pulse repetition rate was (a) increased from 1 kHz to 5 kHz and then (b) reduced from 5 kHz 

to 1 kHz in 1 kHz steps. The ion signals of 20 seconds of this data were summed, i.e. 10 seconds 

from the increasing and 10 seconds from the reducing laser repetition rates.  
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Figure 65: Mass chromatogram for the [M+2H]2+ bradykinin signal when (a) increasing laser 
pulse repetition rates between 1 kHz to 5kHz and (b) when reducing repetition rate from 5kHz 
to 1kHz. Note the excessive signal fluctuation compared to Figure 63. 
 

The summed ion signals per unit time for 1 kHz to 5 kHz are plotted in Figure 66. Error bars 

were approximated from the chromatographic variation in Figure 65 of less than +/-15%. 

Similar spectral data were obtained between 1 kHz and 5 kHz (not shown). As can be seen 

from this data (Figure 66), for laser pulse repetition rates beyond 1 kHz up to the maximum of 

5 kHz, the doubly protonated bradykinin ion signal became less reproducible and reached a 

plateau (i.e. the ion signal per unit time stayed approximately constant beyond 2 kHz). 

 Although the ion signal per unit time increased linearly up to 1kHz, it was relatively flat in 

profile above this value (see Figure 66). One factor to consider is that the laser pulse duration 

reduces with increasing diode current. As described in chapter 2, the laser energy per pulse 

was kept constant by manually increasing the laser diode current. Therefore, reduced laser 

pulse durations could have been a factor affecting ion and/or droplet size and yield during 
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desorption. Another factor may have been that the MALDI sample droplet was being physically 

changed in a way that resulted in a less efficient self-healing process. It would be of benefit 

for high throughput sample acquisition research to further understand the possibilities of 

using laser pulse repetition >1kHz. Despite the limitations, operating the laser at 1000 Hz 

rather than 20 Hz increased the signal per unit time by 50 times which will be advantageous 

when acquiring at higher sample throughput rates.  

 

 
Figure 66: The doubly protonated bradykinin signals generated between 1 kHz and 5 kHz laser 
pulse repetition rate. Between 2kHz and 5kHz signal per unit time was approximately constant 
(error bars +/- 15%). 

 
 
 

5.2 Fast data system acquisition from the same sample/matrix droplet 

High throughput analysis using mass spectrometry is of great interest to the pharmaceutical 

and biotechnology industries as well as for health and disease monitoring. Furthermore, MS 

based approaches being highly informative, have the potential to reduce the number of false 
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positives or negatives whilst avoiding the use of some (sometimes costly) fluorescence-based 

dyes and reagents.123 

Even though TOF mass analysers are very well suited to the measurement of high-speed 

processes, the data system must be able to cope with the higher volumes of data per unit time. 

In addition, the spatial position of the sample plate, and the indexing of data files must be well 

synchronised so that each data file can be indexed to a sample. At higher sample throughput 

rates, small delays or timing inconsistencies can be problematic. Fortunately, ion imaging by 

conventional MALDI has already addressed this problem to a certain extent, as each pixel may 

be considered as a separate sample. For liquid MALDI sample droplets there are differences 

in terms of the optimum XY sample plate format (sample distribution density), the plate 

movement control as well as the number of laser pulses per sample. 

The DIA “SONAR” software was modified to work with the Synapt G2-Si. The software was 

modified to acquire repeating streams of 200 spectra separated by one “inter-scanning delay” 

of ~10ms (prior to the modification there would have been 200 interscan delays, i.e. one per 

spectrum). In this software, 1 “scan” therefore consists of 200 separate spectra. Unlike 

conventional SONAR mode, the quadrupole scanning functionality was disabled to allow 

conventional MS/MS or RF only full m/z range transmission. Each set of 200 spectra could be 

acquired over timescales as short as 0.1 seconds thus allowing effective spectral rates of up 

to two thousand per second (with minimal data losses during the single inter-scan delay). The 

extra speed afforded by the software modifications allowed observation of the time profile of 

liquid AP-MALDI signals from single laser pulses. 

Figure 67 shows data presented within the Synapt user interface whilst operating the laser at 

10 Hz and acquiring 200 spectra every second from a 1 µL MALDI sample droplet of bradykinin 
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(17 pmol loaded). Figure 67(a) is the accumulated spectrum from the 10 laser pulses. Figure 

67(b) shows the m/z chromatogram for the [M+2H]2+ signals seen over the second.  

 

 
Figure 67: Synapt user interface screen shot of the modified SONAR software: (a) a spectrum 
from the ion signal accumulation of 10 laser pulses (per second) from bradykinin (17 pmol 
loaded) from a 1 µL MALDI sample using the DHB-based liquid matrix and (b) the [M+2H]2+ 
bradykinin ion signal chromatogram over 1 second, clearly showing the 10 individual laser 
pulses (200 spectra in 1 second). 
 

Figure 68 shows the Synapt user interface when operating the laser at 50 Hz whilst acquiring 

200 spectra every second from a 1 µL MALDI sample droplet of bradykinin (17 pmol loaded). 

Figure 68(a) is the accumulated spectrum from the 50 laser pulses. Figure 68(b) shows the m/z 

chromatogram for the [M+2H]2+ signals seen over the second. It appears from the data that 

also at 50 Hz individual laser pulse signals provided separated signals. 
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Figure 68: Synapt user interface screen shot of the modified SONAR software: (a) a spectrum 
from the accumulation of 50 laser pulses (per second) from bradykinin (17pmol loaded) from 
a 1-µL MALDI sample using the DHB-based liquid matrix and (b) the [M+2H]2+ m/z 
chromatogram over 1 second, showing the 50 individual laser pulses (200 spectra in 1 second). 
 

The Driftscope software (previously used for IMS data) was used to visualise the acquisition 

of data at increasing laser pulse repetition and spectral acquisition rates (see Figure 69). Areas 

with different laser pulse repetition rates are separated by dashed lines. The x-axis shows the 

MS scan number in seconds. The MS system was recording at 1 scan per second (0.986 scan 

with 0.014 ISD), on the y-axis, each scan was split into 200 spectra (i.e. 1 spectrum every 5 ms). 

The ion abundance lines are not horizontal because of slight differences between the laser 

pulse repetition rate and the data system acquisition rate. At this data acquisition rate, it was 

possible to see discrete separation of the ion signals for each laser pulse at approximately 50 

Hz. 
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Figure 69: Heat map of the [M+2H]2+ bradykinin ion signals for increasing laser pulse repetition 
rates. Regions of differing repetition rates are separated by dashed vertical lines. The x-axis 
represents the scan number (0.986 second per scan with 14 ms ISD) and the y-axis represents 
the spectra 1 – 200 (i.e. ~200 spectra/second). Discrete separation of ion signals was still seen 
with a laser pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz; at 100 Hz signals were overlapping. 

 
 

In Figure 70 the spectral acquisition rate was increased to approximately 1000 spectra per 

second, with the vertical scale corresponding to 200 spectra every 186 ms and the horizontal 

scale to 186 ms per scan with a 14 ms ISD. With the higher spectral acquisition rate, more 

definition of the MS signal from each laser pulse was seen, especially at 100 Hz laser pulse 

repetition rate. Increasing the MS transfer cell traveling wave (twave) amplitude from 1.0 V to 

1.4 V also reduced the ion pulse widths and some degree of peak separation was apparent 

even at 200 Hz laser pulse repetition rate. 
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Figure 70 Heat map of the [M+2H]2+ bradykinin ion signals, as in Figure 69 except for 186 ms 
per scan plus 14 ms ISD, the y-axis represents the spectra 1 – 200 (i.e. ~ 1000 spectra /sec). 
Separation of ion signals were seen at 100Hz and 200 Hz. The twave amplitudes were also 
increased to reduce signal broadening. 
 

Figure 71(a) shows the total ion current (TIC) chromatogram of the data from Figure 70 when 

the laser pulse repetition rate was set at 100Hz. The signals are well separated however in (b) 

when the laser repetition rate was 200 Hz some overlap was occurring. The spectral 

acquisition rate for Figure 71 was 200 spectra in 186ms plus 14ms ISD (i.e.  ~1000 spectra per 

second with only 1.4% data loss during the ISD period). The time interval per spectrum was 

0.93 ms. It should be noted that the heat map lines in Figure 69 and Figure 70 are not exactly 

horizontal due to minor differences in the spectral rates and the laser repetition rates. It 

appears from Figure 71b that the separation of signals from individual laser shots was less 

obvious at 200Hz compared to the displayed heat map data of Figure 70. This may stem from 

user interface limitations during the selection of the data from the heat map (difficulty in 

selecting just one scan). 
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Figure 71: Total ion current (TIC) chromatograms of the experiment for Figure 72. Spectra were 
acquired at a rate of 1000 spectra per second (200 spectra in 186ms + 14 ms ISD). The laser 
was firing at 100 Hz in trace (a) and 200 Hz in trace (b). At 100 Hz the ion signals are well 
separated however at 200Hz, overlap was significant. 
 

The FWHM of the 100Hz ion pulses can be seen in Figure 72 at approximately 3 ms (i.e. FWHM 

of ~3.2 spectra x 0.93 ms per spectrum). 

 
 
Figure 72: Close up of two ion signal pulses when the laser pulse repetition rate was 100Hz. 
The FWHM of the ions signals was approximately 3ms.   
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To investigate the degree of carry over between laser pulses, Figure 73 shows a comparison 

of the sum of spectra 92 to 95 (top), versus the sum of spectra 100 to 101 (bottom) from Figure 

72. The bottom spectrum illustrates that very little carry over is occurring between adjacent 

laser pulses when the repetition rate was 100Hz (i.e. less than 5% as the vertical scales are 

linked).  

 
 
Figure 73: Comparison of data for the sum of spectra 92 to 95 (top), versus sum of spectra 100 
to 101 (bottom) from Figure 72. The vertical scales are linked to illustrate the minimal carry 
over between laser pulses. 
 

The throughput rate, as limited by the ionisation plume time spread through the MS system 

and the ability of the MS data acquisition to acquire high speed spectra suggests that > 100 

samples/second may be acquired with minimal carry over. In order to realise this maximum 

throughput, rate the XY sample stage would need to move precisely and synchronously with 

the MS acquisition. If the MALDI sample droplets are deposited on the sample plate every 2.25 

mm (1536 well micro-titre pitch), the XY stage needs to move at speeds greater than 225 

mm/sec in order to take full advantage of this data acquisition rate. (XY stage speeds up to 

1000 mm/sec are readily available.)   
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Even without the acquisition system modifications as detailed in this chapter, acquisition rates 

up to 5 samples/second for peptides, lipids and antibiotics have been reported using the liquid 

AP-MALDI technique.123 This would be equivalent to 432,000 samples per day. These speeds 

of analysis are highly competitive with other commercial MS based techniques. For example, 

a review by Krenka in 2018 listed the following:124 Agilent Rapidfire, 7 secs/sample (12300 / 

day) from 10µL volumes; Advion Nanomate, 45 sec/ sample (1920 / day) from 1-10µL volumes; 

DESI 2.8 samples/sec  (10,000 / day) from 50nL volumes; and acoustic mist (AMS) at 3 

samples/sec (240,000 /day) from 0.5 -500pL volume. 

It may therefore be concluded from the results presented in this chapter that ultra-high 

throughput sample acquisition beyond 10 samples per second should be easily obtained and 

the system described may well be capable of >100 samples per second. 
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 Conclusions and future directions 

The liquid AP-MALDI source first developed by Cramer41 has been successfully fitted to a different 

mass spectrometer, the Synapt G2-Si. Work to optimise the design of the inlet capillary was 

required to benefit from the high sensitivity of the mass spectrometer. The construction of the 

ion source, the optimisation of the gas flow within the inlet capillary and the 

operation/modification of the MS is detailed in the thesis. 

Optimisation of the cone gas flow within the capillary improved the signal for multiply charged 

peptides by at least an order of magnitude, possibly through improvements in desolvation 

temperature and droplet transit time into the first vacuum region of the ion source. Furthermore, 

the acquisition of data using ion mobility provided a further significant enhancement via drift 

time filtering to remove singly charged interferences of the chemical noise (mainly the matrix) 

from the analyte spectra. This aspect was able to increase the signal-to-noise to approximately 

500:1 when less than 100 fmol of peptide sample was consumed. 

Electron-mediated fragmentation techniques such as ECD and ETD provide complementary 

information to CID, the fragment ions can retain post-translational modifications and the 

fragmentation data tends to be easier to interpret since the ion-electron reaction is non-

ergodic.125 Liquid AP-MALDI provides higher charge state ions that are required with 

fragmentation techniques such as ECD and ETD. These developments thus allow MALDI to benefit 

from the advantages of these techniques which so far has been exclusively the domain of ESI-

generated cations. Although good ETD spectra could be obtained, screening and/or purging of 

the ion source from ambient air is likely to improve the reliability of signals for the glow discharge 

anion reagent. ECD of multiply charged MALDI ions was demonstrated on a Q-TOF system for the 

first time, using a prototype ECD device that was installed after the ion mobility cell. Furthermore, 

it was shown that the ECD fragment ions retained the drift profile of the precursor ions thus 
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allowing “on-the-fly” IMS-ECD to be carried out. Future work should aim to reduce the level of 

CID fragmentation for higher charged peptides whilst entering and leaving the ECD cell. This could 

be addressed by using helium as a buffer gas in the transfer cell. Overall, for MS/MS it was shown 

that the relative abundance and profile of fragment ions from ESI-generated ions was very similar 

to liquid AP-MALDI-generated ions, indicating that there is no ionisation memory effect once the 

ions are formed and transferred to further analysis.  

For the liquid AP-MALDI set-up described in this study, the optimum laser energy (fluence) in 

terms of the highest doubly charged ion signal was measured at 14µJ per laser pulse (~150µm 

laser spot diameter). This allowed continuous acquisitions from a 1 µL MALDI sample droplet for 

up to 90 minutes with a laser pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz. The fluence was found to be 

approximately similar to conventional solid-state dried-droplet MALDI107 (at least within a factor 

4) and the MALDI sample droplet consumption was calculated at approximately 20 pL for each 

laser pulse. The optimum fluence level for liquid AP-MALDI was orders of magnitude lower in 

comparison to what was previously reported for laserspray ionisation.108 

Laser-based ion sources provide highly precise and flexibly controlled spatial and temporal 

ionisation events due to the tight focal point and timing of the laser pulse. These features explain 

why the application of MALDI-TOF for ion imaging has been successful. Other high throughput 

applications such as the analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)90 and bacterial 

fingerprinting126 also employ MALDI-TOF instrumentation. However, these systems still need to 

mitigate the traditional sweet-spot problems associated with crystalline MALDI. Analysis directly 

from liquid droplets, without the need to hunt for sweet-spots (and with the additional benefit 

of producing multiply charged ions), suggests that liquid AP-MALDI may also be beneficial for the 

SNP and bacterial analysis applications. 

Experiments showed that for higher laser pulse repetition rates (whilst maintaining optimum 

fluence) the analyte ion signal per unit time increased linearly up to approximately 1 kHz, i.e. the 
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ion signal per laser pulse was constant. However, between 1 kHz and 5 kHz the ion signal per unit 

time stayed approximately constant. Future optimisation of the matrix and/or laser parameters 

(including pulse duration and/or wavelength) may provide sensitivity advances when operating 

at laser repetition rates higher than 1 kHz. 

Having established the maximum laser pulse repetition rate and optimum (low) fluence values, 

experiments to investigate the potential of high-throughput sample analysis were carried out. It 

was found that for individual laser pulses, ion signals could be acquired separately, reproducibly 

and with minimal carry-over from laser pulse to laser pulse at laser pulse repetition rates 

exceeding 100 Hz. To observe the ion signals at 100 Hz, modifications were made to the 

acquisition software that enabled spectral acquisition rates beyond 1000 spectra per second. The 

data obtained suggests that sample rates above 10 samples per second should be easily obtained. 

With further engineering of the motorised XY sample plate stage, sample throughput rates may 

be able to reach 100 samples per second with readily available components. To complement the 

mass spectrometer speed, high-throughput sample preparation and sample spotting robotics are 

also required. Another challenge would involve the informatics given high volume of data being 

generated by such systems whilst ensuring that each sample analysed can be accurately tracked. 

At the time of writing this thesis, the COVID-19 pandemic is causing significant loss of life and 

disrupting livelihoods. Although non-MS RNA-based testing methods are already available, 

alternative and/or complementary testing assays should also be developed. Rapid, sensitive and 

specific diagnosis by fast and unambiguous testing seems critical as it allows the tracking and 

isolation of infected people and their close contacts. In order to determine if the SARS-CoV-2 

virus had previously infected an individual, electrochemiluminescence127 based assays have 

recently been released by Roche Diagnostics. Although the tests are highly specific and sensitive 

to the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus antibodies, the test takes 18 minutes per sample.128 

Regarding fast MS based testing approaches, new MALDI-TOF based tests for the SARS-CoV-2 
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virus have been reported over the last few weeks.129,130  One assay, from Agena Biosciences 

announced that their product could test 2300 samples per day.131 To put this into context, 10 

samples per second (as proposed by the liquid AP-MALDI MS technology in this thesis) equates 

to 860,000 samples per day per MS instrument.  

It is therefore hoped that the instrumentation described in this thesis may eventually play a part 

in the fight against pathogenic threats (such as the SARS-CoV-2 virus) through the development 

of ultra-high throughput screening assays. 
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 Appendices 

8.1 Safety 

Special care and training are required when working with high voltage power supplies and laser 

beams. The lasers used in this study were classified as “safety class 4” requiring appropriate laser 

eye protection goggles and other screening and signage measures as well as consultation with 

the laser safety officer. 

To fit the liquid AP-MALDI source the several source safety interlocks had to be overridden to 

enable the instrument to go into “Operate” for the operation of the source high voltage power 

supply and relevant gas controls within the system. Relevant warning signs were posted near 

exposed high voltage components to warn of the risk of electrical shock hazard.   

8.2 WRENS C# Script  

 

//increases cone gas by 10L/h every 5 seconds J. Brown 

 

public override void main() 

{ 

    connect("epc"); //connects to embedded PC 

   

   

  for(double i=0;i<200;i+=10)// from 0 to 200 insteps of 10 

  { 

   set_property("CONE_GAS_SETTING", i.ToString()); 

   wait(5000); // wait  5 seconds 

           print(i.ToString()); 

  }  

   

  

} 
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8.3 Selection of related patents (published granted and published applications) 
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